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SUMMARY The aim of this study is to determine the level of usage of agricultural extension methods by agriculture extension workers in Sulaimani governorate, and to determine the correlation between the level of usage of these extension methods and some personal and functional variables of the respondents. The target population consists of all agricultural extension workers who work in the agricultural extension directorate of Sulaimani and affiliated sections and departments, totaling 137 workers. The population studied a total of 117 workers after 20 workers were excluded for the measurement of the reliability of the research questionnaire. The answers obtained from the respondents were limited to 111 workers, representing 81% of the research population because the researcher could not connect to a number of them for different reasons and others were inaccurate in their answers. Data were collected by questionnaire. The first part included data relating to some personal and functional variables for agricultural extension workers in Sulaimani governorate, while the second part focused on 33 extension methods used for the purpose of determining the level of usage of agricultural extension methods by these workers. Validity of the questionnaire was conducted by presenting it to a number of specialists in the fields of media, psychology and agricultural extension. Also reliability of the questionnaire was accounted by using the Alpha-Cronbach method and the reliability coefficient reached 0.935. Data analyzed by using, Standard Deviation, Arithmetic mean, Weight percentage, Percentage ratio, Simple correlation coefficient of (Pearson), ordinal correlation coefficient of (Spearman) and Multiple step-wise Regression analysis by using the statistical program SPSS. The results showed that the level of usage of extension methods by agriculture extension workers in Sulaimani governorate is medium and tends to low, the level of usage of individual extension methods is medium and tends to high, but the level of usage of both group and mass extension methods are medium and tend to low. The results also showed a significant correlation between the level of usage of agricultural extension methods and each of the following variables: age, duration of the employment service, duration of the agriculture extension service, exposure to sources of the agricultural information, attitude towards agricultural extension and job satisfaction; not significant correlation was found between the level of usage of extension methods and each of the following variables: gender, educational level, specialization, job title and previous training. Four combined factors have interpreted the variation in the level of usage of agricultural extension methods with proportion 30.8%, which variables: exposure to sources of the i



agricultural information, Job satisfaction, previous training, and Gender by using multiple stepwise regression analysis. The research concluded the weakness in the extension activities directed towards farmers, including the usage of appropriate agricultural extension methods and a weakness in agricultural extension worker skills in Sulaimani governorate in the usage of extension methods due to the fact that most of them hold non-extension specialists. The independent variables: gender, educational level, specialization, job title and previous training may not exert a significant role in the increase or decrease of the level of usage of extension methods by agricultural extension workers in Sulaimani governorate. However, the variables: age, exposure to sources of the agricultural information, attitude towards agricultural extension, job satisfaction, duration of the employment service, duration of the agriculture extension service, have positive effects on the level of usage of agricultural extension methods. According to these results, the researcher recommends the concerned authorities for the agricultural sector in Sulaimani governorate pay more attention to the agricultural sector and activate its supporting operations, depending on it as a major source for developing the agricultural products. Also recommends to activating the role of the agricultural extension as a key to the activation and modernization of the agricultural sector.
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CHAPTER ONE INTRODUCTION 1.1. Introduction and Research Problem: Agricultural extension is one of the integrated educational systems, and at the same time is complementary to the public education system, which is based on thinking and problem solving. Agricultural extension, like other education systems is based on the principles derived from educational theory and the philosophy of learning, as scientific material that is passed on to farmers varies. Agricultural extension does not transfer all the agricultural and home economics sciences to rural people but focuses on applied aspects of these sciences and in particular agricultural ideas and technologies that fit their needs, their circumstances and their environments which lead to a clear economic return to them (Al-Omer et al 2011-2012, p 18-19). The majority of states promote agricultural extension as an institution for change with vitality and importance in accelerating rates of agricultural development (Al-Adilli 1973, p 19). The change that is targeted by agricultural extension and its success depends on the planned extension communication process which is the essence of extension work, since successful extension work is based on the correct and successful application of the communicative process through which experiences and emerging ideas are transferred to the rural population, motivating them to make use of agricultural extension methods in the performance of their daily work, and is directly proportional to the successful implementation of the communication work (Al- Samarrai and Al-Jadiri 1990, p 186). The agricultural extension agents are often described as a link between farmers and scientific agricultural research and educational institutions as they transfer what is new and of benefit to farmers and, vice versa, bring the perceived and real problems and needs of the farmers back to the scientific community (Chizari et al 1999, p 15). The educational roles of agricultural extension agents are strongly linked with the efficient extension communication process, which can be described as the key to the desired change in the behavior of the recipients of the extension message according to the text (Communication is the key that opens the door for change) (Al-Ajelli 2014, p 4). The achievement of extension contact depends on the source of contact (Agricultural extension agents), the efficiency of their communication and the amount of knowledge and skills possessed in this aspect, and their abilities in the use of appropriate and suitable agricultural extension methods for the delivery of messages to their targets (Al-Saidi 1999, p 4).
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Agricultural extension methods are the channels that are used, when selected appropriately, for the delivery of extension messages effectively to farmers, or extension message receivers (AlTanubi 1998, p 256). There are many classifications of agricultural extension methods, varied according to different taxonomic bases that are divided according to the number of the individuals in contact with them, the nature of the impact, and the presentation of information. Classification according to the number of individuals is the most common, which includes individual, group and mass methods (Seevers et al 2007, p149). Within all classifications, the use and relevance of agricultural extension methods is an essential subject. To enable agricultural extension agents to deliver what they want to deliver from the scientific material to farmers, they have to know what channels they should use and how to use them efficiently; these channels are the available agricultural extension methods to agricultural extension agents. The agricultural extension methods are representative to the extension activities, which are implementation channels of extension programs. There are many factors that affect the Extension worker’s discretion, but experience has shown that the type of the problem and the type of target audience are the most important of these factors impacting on the choice of which method to use (Salih 1997, p 61). The success of the extension efforts depends on the occurrence of the desired response from extension message receivers; therefore efficient agricultural extension agents always try to use multiple methods, and varied means and aid to contact with their audiences (Salih 1997, p153). Sometimes the educational situation requires synthesis of more than one method to deliver it to an audience (Rogers 2003, p 366). In the selection and use of appropriate channels of communication, the agricultural extension agent has to be well mastered in communication processes and methods of agricultural extension, which is the focus of his work (Al- Abbassi et al 2005, p7). The methods that have proven successfully in a particular state may not be so in any of the other countries, depending on different psychological, social, economic, political, and geographic factors affecting the agricultural extension work (Salih 1997, p152). Therefore, because of the importance of extension methods, some studies were conducted in Iraq, including a study that showed a weakness in the effectiveness of specialized extension Symposiums and local implementation in the governorates of the central region of Iraq (AlHashpyri 2003, pa). In other study, the level of exposure of the field demonstrations to the farmers (as a group extension method) was weak because: Agricultural extension agents did not make the effort to announce dates of the demonstrations, which made the farmers don't know were held the 2
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demonstrations; demonstrations topics were not suited to the concerns and problems of the farmers; the level of benefits to the farmers were weak and the lack of follow-up implementation of agricultural extension agents with farmers; also the demonstrations did not come with information and new experiences for farmers (Al-Ani 2006, p117). In the study of participation of farmers in the field demonstrations in Salahaddin governorate, the largest percentage of respondents are within the medium category amounting to 57.63% with a participation rate of 90.76 degrees. The lowest percentage was in the high category at 5.08% at a rate of 102 degrees; this means that in general the level of participation among farmers was medium tending to low (Abdul-Jabbar 2012, p56). In Kurdistan region, the interest of the regional government in agricultural and extension work is confirmed in the ministry of agriculture’s law that "the provision of extension services and the provision of agricultural inputs and applied agricultural research and studies are the backbone for the development of agriculture" (document of the ministry of agriculture of Kurdistan region law 2007). However, reality indicates that Kurdistan region still depends on neighboring countries to import a lot of basic agricultural products and markets in the region are full by these products that can be produced easily in the region. (Charmo Magazine 2009, No.6, p5) May be the reasons for this is the injustice that Kurdistan region suffered by the previous regime, which made a lot of young people would prefer living in the cities and work in non-agricultural occupations after year 2003.1 Also, the organizational and functional changes in the workers in the agricultural sector in the region in general, and the agricultural extension workers in particular and their decreasing numbers have affected the level of performance of their agricultural and Extension work, including the use of agricultural extension methods and aids in Sulaimani governorate.2 Because of the lack of previous studies revealing the reality of the use of agricultural extension methods in Sulaimani governorate, this study designed by asking the following questions: 1. What is the level of usage of agricultural extension methods by agricultural extension workers in Sulaimani governorate in general? 2. What is the correlation between some of the personal and functional variables of the respondents and the level of usage of agricultural extension methods? 3. What are the obstacles that affect the level of usage of agricultural extension methods by agricultural extension workers?



1



An interview with one of the agricultural advisors to the President of the Kurdistan regional Government, in the Council of Ministers, in December 2014. 2 An interview with the Director of Agricultural extension directorate of Sulaimani governorate, in December 2014
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1.2. Importance of the Research: The research contributes by providing facts and information relevant to the reality of the usage of agricultural extension methods by agricultural extension workers in Sulaimani governorate. In order to improve the agricultural extension work in general, and using the agricultural extension methods in particular, there is a need to conduct such research, especially in the absence of previous studies on the subject in Sulaimani governorate. 1.3. Objectives of the Research: The research aimed to achieve the following: 1. Identify the level of usage of agricultural extension workers in Sulaimani governorate related to the agricultural extension methods in general. 2. Identify the level of usage of agricultural extension workers in Sulaimani governorate for each field (individual, group and mass) of agricultural extension methods. 3. Rank of the paragraphs of each method of the individual, group and mass agricultural extension methods according to their level of usage by workers in the agricultural extension directorate in Sulaimani governorate. 4. Determine the correlation between the level of usage of agricultural extension workers to agricultural extension methods in Sulaimani governorate with each of the following personal and functional variables: age, gender, educational level, specialization, job title, duration of the employment service, duration of the agriculture extension service, previous training, exposure to sources of the agricultural information, attitude towards agricultural extension and job satisfaction. 5. Determine the correlation between the level of usage of agricultural extension workers to agricultural extension methods in Sulaimani governorate and all the independent variables which are included in this study. 6. Identify and prioritize the most important obstacles that facing the use of agricultural extension methods in Sulaimani governorate. 1.4. Research Hypothesis: To achieve the goals of the study, the researcher developed the following statistical hypothesis: • There are no significant correlations between the level of usage of agricultural extension methods and the following personal and functional variables: age, gender, educational level, specialization, job title, duration of the employment service, duration of the agriculture extension service, previous training, exposure to sources of the agricultural information, attitude towards agricultural extension and job satisfaction. 4
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1.5. Operational Definitions: 1. Workers in agricultural Extension: Every engineer and specialist or technician working in the agricultural extension field (meaning those who receive farmers and provide extension services) and resides in the agricultural section and departments affiliated with the agricultural extension directorate of Sulaimani. 2. The level of usage the agricultural extension methods: The level of usage of the channels used by workers in agricultural extension in Sulaimani governorate in the transfer of information and the delivery of modern agricultural technologies to farmers, which include individual, group and mass methods. 3. Obstacles to the usage of agricultural extension methods: All the problems and difficulties faced by the agricultural extension workers in Sulaimani governorate, which limited the degree of their usage of the methods of extension and reflected negatively on the transfer of modern agricultural technologies to farmers, including obstacles to the usage of individual, group and mass extension methods.
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CHAPTER TOW LITERATURES REVIEW 2.1. Conceptual Framework of the Study:2.1.1. Agricultural Extension Communication: "Communication is a process by which one or person or a group shares and impacts information to another person or group so that both clearly understands one another" (A. I. Age et al 2012, p 119) "Communication is the arrangement of environmental stimulus to produce certain desired behavior on the part of the organism. It is the mutual interchange of ideas by any effective means" (Olajide-Taiwo 2014- 2015, p 5) "Communication is the transfer of information and understanding from one entity (person, institution, agricultural extension agent ...etc) to another entity" (Al-Ajelli 2014, p 4) "Communication may be defined as a process by which an individual-the Communicator, transmits (usually verbal symbols) to modify the behavior of other individuals communicates" (Chauhan 2007, p 1) "Communication is the process by which information on agriculture is transferred from the source to the receivers who are mainly the farmers for the purpose of changing their behaviors towards affecting a desired result" (Mundi 2005, p 54) In the light of previous definitions, the researcher defined communication as: "Communication is a process of sending meaningful message by a person or more as a (source) through different methods to a person or more as a message (receiver) in order to exchanging knowledge and new ideas about specific subject" 2.1.2. Main Elements of Communication Process: For completing the Communication process some elements are necessary which consist of: 1. Source: This is the origin of the communication process. It is an Individual or a group working together or an institution responsible for initiating communication and ensuring that the objectives of the exercise are clearly defined and achieved. 2. Message: This is the second element of communication process. Message is the stimuli or idea or information sent or transmitted from the communicator to the farmers who are the receivers. 3. Channel: A channel or medium of communication is the means by which the message is transmitted to the receiver. Some methods of communication channels include: farm and home visits, meetings, demonstrations, lectures, exhibitions, field days, radio, publications, office calls, television, etc. 6
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4. Receiver: The receiver is the target or audience of communication. The audiences are those whom the source / sender wish to receive, understand and use the idea. In extension communication, it is significant that the receiver of each message be clearly defined and separated into homogenous groups for effective communication. 5. Feedback: This is the response from the receiver to the source of the message. It could also be referred to as receiver‟s reaction to the message as it affects him. Feedback is a control device and an important parameter or indicator of the success of communication as well as areas requiring modification and additional enquiry. (Mundi 2005, p59-61) 2.1.3. Levels of Communication: 1. Intrapersonal communication: Communication within an individual. The tripartite concept of human personality (Spirit, soul and body). 2. Interpersonal communication: Communication between people. It often involve face to face interactions 3. Group communication: Communication between members of a group in a collective way. A group represents people who come together as a result of common interest. It can be social, professional, societal, student etc group. 4. Organizational communication (intra-organizational): This is communication within a formal setting with vision, mission, strategy and goals where people work together to achieve a common mandate. 5. Inter-organizational communication: Communication between formal organizations 6. Mass communication: Communicating from mass sources in mass ways to mass sources. The issue of electronic, print and broadcast channel comes in focus. 7. Extra-personal communication: Communicating with non-humans such as machines (video games and robots), animals, plants etc (Olajide-Taiwo 2014- 2015, p 8). 2.1.4. Agricultural Extension Methods: There are many definitions of Agricultural extension methods as follows: "The channels through which the Extension message is conveyed to the audience, for the purpose of desirable behavioral changes in their attitudes, knowledge and skills" (Al-Samarrai and AlJadiri 1990, p 236). "Channels used by agricultural extension workers to deliver an Extension message (information or other) to an agricultural extension audience in order to instruct and achieve one or more of the objectives of agricultural extension". (Al- khafagi and Shaluf 1990, p 67) 7
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"The pathways or channels and methods of communication which help workers in the agricultural Extension field to learn and convey scientific research results and modern agricultural and household ideas to the Extension public audience". (Al-Adili 1973, p122) "Methods of communication constitutes the medium through which information flows from a sender to one or more receivers" Agricultural Support Assist Project (ASAP), Japan International Cooperation Agency (JICA) 2008, p 6). "Methods and channels that are used by Agricultural extension agents to reach their targets in order to perform Extension tasks" (Al-Rimawi et al 1996, p135). "The tool and techniques used to create situations in which communication can take place between the rural people and the agricultural extension workers" (Zakaria 2014, p2). In the light of previous definitions, the researcher defined Agricultural extension methods as: "Different ways or tools that are used by agricultural extension workers to contact with their target audience to deliver the latest information, practices and new agricultural technologies to them, for the aim of encouraging desired changes in the target audience" 2.1.4.1. Effective Use of Agricultural Extension Methods: Selecting the preferred extension methods to use depends on: 1. The goal. 2. The size and the educational level of the target group. 3. The level of trust between the target group and the extension agents. 4. The extension agents, skills and resources available. (Van den Ban and Hawkins 1996, p 194) 2.1.4.2. Classification of agricultural extension methods: Agricultural extension methods can be classified on the basis of: 1. Classification based on the nature of the impact of the method: According to it, agricultural extension methods are divided into: - Direct impact method: It is a contact in which direct facing between the agricultural extension agents and target audience. Such as the extension of mutual visits, lectures and meetings ... etc. - indirect impact method: that which is not available direct facing between the agricultural extension agents and target audience, where separated by a temporal and place elements, such as extension publications, newspapers, magazines and radio broadcast and television broadcast…etc. - semi-Direct impact method: that which is available a type of interaction between the agricultural extension agents and target audience, in spite of the spatial interval between them, examples of that phone calls...etc ways )Salih 1997, p 158). 2. Agricultural extension methods are also classified according to their forms or their mechanism to display the message, such as 8
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- Written: Bulletins, Posters, Personal letters - Spoken: Meeting, Home visit, Office calls, Radio - Audio- visual: Result Demonstration, slides/filmstrips model exhibits. (Zakaria 2014, p37-38) 3. Agricultural extension methods have been classified in to three groups on the basis of the number of people: Individual extension methods, Group extension methods and Mass extension methods (Seevers et al 2007, p 149). 2.1.4.2.1. Individual Extension Methods: This approach is most effective for activities undertaken by or within the full control of the individual farmer or household. In this regard, discussion with the whole family highlights more problems, and more experience is brought to the discussion. Advantages: 1. Facilitates getting feedback information. 2. Facilitates gaining firsthand knowledge and transfer of technology of farm and home. 3. Helps in changing attitude of people. 4. Helps in teaching complex practices. Disadvantages: 1. Time consuming and relatively expensive. 2. Has low coverage of audience. 3. Extension Agent may develop favoritism or bias towards some persons (Agricultural Support Assist Project (ASAP), Japan International Cooperation Agency (JICA) 2008, P24). 2.1.4.2.1.1. Types of Individual Extension Methods: 1. Farm and Home visits: It is a face-to-face type of individual extension methods by agricultural extension workers with the learner or the members of his family on the farm or at his home or in his work spot for a purpose of plan to other activities, or to recruit, train or encourage a local leaders, or any other Purpose. Advantages: 1. Provides an opportunity to work out practical solutions to specific problems. 2. It also provides an opportunity to arouse interest in improvements not yet recognized by the individual as desirable. 3. It makes self- confidence by agricultural extension agents. 4. Develop good public relations between clients and agricultural extension agents. Disadvantages of Farm and Home Visits:
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1. Cost per contact is higher than other extension methods limits the number of total contacts than can be made by local agricultural extension agents neglects some clientele who need assistance if care is not taken to visit with representative families. 2. Requires many hours of agricultural extension agents time (Seevers et al 2007, p 152). 2. Office visits: It is one of the direct contact methods between the individual (farmer) and agricultural extension agents at his purpose to provide assistance or technical information in a particular area, the individual has asked to answer some questions and existing problem or technical advice (Backman and Schultz 2008, p18). Advantages: 1. Office visitors recognizes there is a problem to be solved and has a strong desire to solve it. 2. The climate of readiness is more favorable for learning than with many other extension methods. 3. The atmosphere of the office and the manner in which the desired information or advice is given has an important bearing on repeat calls (Seevers et al 2007, p 152). Disadvantages: 1. Not identify the problems faced by the farmer in the right way. 2. This visits only do by conscious farmers or learner. 3. It needs the availability of equipped Extension offices and competent agents to lead the extension work (Al-Omar et al 2011-2012, p 50). 3. Personal Letters: It is personal and individual letter written by agricultural extension workers to learners in connection with extension work. The most important advantage of personal letters is very useful as a way to contact farmers or farms scattered and distant from each other. The most important Disadvantage of personal letters is because of the high illiteracy rate among farmers it reduces the importance of this method, and need high postal service (Al-Omer et al 2011-2012, p51). 4. Telephone calls: The telephone is another important method of person-to-person communication linking the agricultural extension agents to the community. Telephone is used to request specific subject-matter information and to facilitate other teaching activities. By the telephone, appointments are made, meetings scheduled, programs arranged, bulletins requested, progress checked, and host of other business transacted for the maintenance of programs. 10
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The most important advantages of telephone calls are not requiring more cost, effort and time (Salih 1997, p 177). The most important disadvantages of Telephone calls are require the existence of prior knowledge between the agricultural extension agent and the farmer, this method needs Extensive information by agricultural extension agent of the farmer's conditions and the nature of their work and his family life in order to help them in achieving the purpose of the call with less time and effort. (Al-Samarrai and Al-Jadiri 1990, p 251) 5. Informal meetings: This method includes the occasional meetings during the extension communication groups (meetings, field days...). Also include meetings cross in public places such as markets and public events that exploit in an extension contact and help these meetings to increase information guide on farmers problems in an informal way and make personal links with farmers (Al-Remawi et al 1996, p 149). 2.1.4.2.2. Group Extension Methods: A group may be defined as an aggregate of small number of people in reciprocal communication and interaction around some common interest. In this method, the agricultural extension Agent communicates with the people in groups and not as individual persons. The method is used when it is necessary to communicate with a number of people simultaneously, who are located not too far away from the communicator and time available for communication is reasonably adequate. Group participation and the formation of group opinions are two crucial factors for success of this method (Agricultural Support Assist Project (ASAP), Japan International Cooperation Agency (JICA) 2008, p 24). Advantages: 1. Enables agricultural extension agent to have face-to-face contact with a number of people at a time. 2. Enables agricultural extension agent to reach a select part of the target group. 3. Facilitates sharing of knowledge and experience and thereby strengthen learning of the group members. 4. Reach fewer people, but offer more opportunities for interaction and feedback. 5. Satisfies the basic urge of people for social contacts. Disadvantages: 1. Wide diversity in the interest of group members may create a difficult learning situation. 2. Holding the meeting may be regarded as an objective itself.
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3. Vested interests, power groups and village factions may hinder free interaction and decision making by group members (Agricultural Support Assist Project (ASAP), Japan International Cooperation Agency (JICA) 2008, p 25). 2.1.4.2.2.1. Types of Group extension methods: 1. Method demonstrations: A method demonstration is used to show how to carry out a practice. In conducting the demonstration the educator finds out what the individuals already know about the practice, gets them interested in learning the practice, and places the learner in the correct position to do the work. The practice is presented to the individual and group by carefully and patiently telling, showing, illustrating, and questioning. The key points are stressed (Seevers et al 2007, p 156). Advantages: 1. It teaches needed skill to many people at one time 2. Seeing, hearing, discussing and participating stimulate action. 3. It builds confidence in agricultural extension worker if demonstration is skillfully performed 4. Local leaders easily learn simple demonstrations and can repeat them with other groups (Zakaria 2014, p 31-32). Disadvantages: 1. It is frequently difficult to ensure that all members of the group can see clearly 2. With certain demonstrations considerable equipment must be transported to the meeting places (Zakaria 2014, p 33).



2. Result demonstrations: Result demonstration is a method of teaching designed to show, by example the practical application of an established fact or group of facts. Advantages: 1. It helps to produce positive results for agricultural extension worker by creating confidence in their judgment and ability. 2. It helps to open way for further interaction with the farmers. 3. Hands-on participation in the trial will train and encourage the farmers to act in a more systematic and scientific manner. Disadvantages: 1. Unsuccessful result demonstration may cause some setback to extension work. 2. It can be costly in terms of time, energy and funds for the extension work (Agricultural Support Assist Project (ASAP), Japan International Cooperation Agency (JICA) 2008, p 32). 12
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3. Extension meetings: Extension meeting include a great variety of approaches, some of which are targeted to specific audiences while others are targeted to teach certain subject matter. The size of the meeting may range from only a small number of individuals to hundreds of individuals of a community meeting. (Seevers et al 2007, p157). Advantages: 1. Make it possible for contact with large numbers of people to share knowledge and experience with others. 2. Promotes collective decision making as well as individual decision making by using knowledge and experience of group members. The main disadvantage of meetings is the difference between targeted audience make difficult to achieve objectives (Agricultural Support Assist Project (ASAP), Japan International Cooperation Agency (JICA) 2008, p 35). 4. Extension Symposiums: Extension Symposiums is a comprehensive discussion between a number ranging from (4-8) members of the specialists in the specific subject front a big number of audiences, Symposium leader manage the discussion, each specialists member is going to discuss the subject of the Symposium subject in a particular perspective, not allowed making speeches or words, and thus the symposium featuring over other methods of extension as a natural and spontaneous, which do much to raise the public interests, and provide an opportunity for interaction between specialists and audience (Salih 1997, p 201). Advantages: 1. Provide an opportunity for the trainees to listen and know the views of experts. 2. Suspense audience trainees and give them an opportunity to ask questions and discussion. Disadvantages: 1. Large difference in the views and opinions of members. 2. Requires a high degree of skill in the supervisor to manage the discussion (Salih 1997, p 202). 5. Extension lectures: It is a form of extension meetings, a quick way to contact with groups in which a specialist will speak on a particular topic or a specific problem in front of a large group of learners, it is one of the most commonly used methods because of the easy of the requirements of the regulatory action (Salih 1997, p 208). Advantages: 1. The cost is less than other extension methods and also low-cost aids. 13
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2. The possibility of use with large numbers. Disadvantages: 1. Futility and objective discussion that take place at the end of the lecture, but also for the experienced. 2. Do not take into account individual differences among the Participants (Al.Jezar 2008, p 4).



6. Extension Seminars: A seminar is a form of academic instruction, either at an academic institution or offered by a commercial or professional organization. It has the function of bringing together small groups for recurring meetings, focusing each time on some particular subject, in which everyone who presents must participate actively. The main advantage of seminars is providing an opportunity for interaction between specialists and targets. Disadvantages: 1. Its difficult access to the appropriate solutions for the problems because of different opinions and ideas of members. 2. The seminar requires leader with a high degree of management skill in debate. (Al.Jezar 2008, p 6) 7. Workshops: The workshop is a series of meetings for the intensive study or discussion of a specific topic. A workshop usually includes demonstrations or lectures by an instructor followed by hands-on participation or practice by the workshop participants (Seevers et al 2007, p 158).



8. Field Day: It is a method of motivating the people to adopt a new practice by showing them The main objective of field day method is to convince the farmers about applicability of the practice in their own situation and to motivate them to adopt the practice by showing its performance and profitability under field conditions (Agricultural Support Assist Project (ASAP), Japan International Cooperation Agency (JICA) 2008, P 37). Types of field day: 1. Seasonal field Day: Usually when being equipped for the cultivation of important crops such as cotton and when they are harvested, wheat, corn, rice, and often agents, local leaders practiced Method demonstrations, and Result demonstrations, or both. 2. Annual field day: 14
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Differs from the seasonal field Day in that the processing is not limited to Method demonstrations, or just Result demonstrations, but with multiple types of equipment and activity so that it becomes an eventful day for the whole region and a comprehensive large number of extension messages. Advantages of Field Day method: 1. The method gives the participants to visually observe the benefits that can be gained by application of the practice. 2. Helps the farmers to socialize and to acquaint themselves with outside Person like Subject Matter Specialists 3. Builds confidence of demonstrating farmers to continue with the practice and help in the extension effort to spread its wider application in the farming community. Disadvantages: 1. Field days cannot be held frequently. 2. It requires a certain arrangements, well planned and relatively inexpensive. 3. Does not facilitate in-depth learning (Agricultural Support Assist Project (ASAP), Japan International Cooperation Agency (JICA) 2008, p 38). 9. Extension Tours: Extension tours are extension methods that allow the opportunity to target audience to discover many of the knowledge and experience which it is given the chance to see the reality and recognize the facts a tour like any other meeting, should be planed to teach some specific practices. After the teaching objectives are determined, the stops for the tour should be selected in view of the objectives. A tour may be planned to deal with one specific subject, such as pasture improvement (seveers et al 2007, p 158). Advantages: 1. A tour may be devoted to a single project or activity or the cumulative effect of several demo nstrations. 2. Tours are useful to create an awareness of certain practices or new technologies. 3. Purposes enable farmers to exchange of related experiences and compare their own production practices with others. 4. Convincing farmers to apply innovations which have not applied in the locality. Disadvantages: 1. Requires good planning and adequate skill may not be available in the extension supervisor of the tour. 2. Need an appropriate range of cash to cover its requirements (Salih 1997, p 224).
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10. Training courses: It is a technique of imparting specific skills to a group of people who need them by creating an appropriate learning situation, the main Objectives of training courses is to impart the needed skills to a small group of people, thus to motivate people to adopt new practices through skills training. The main Advantage of the Training courses is that: In-depth learning of skills is possible. Disadvantages: 1. Only a small number of people can be trained at a time. 2. Follow-up requires more staff and time. (Agricultural Support Assist Project (ASAP), Japan International Cooperation Agency (JICA) 2008, p 36) 11. Group Discussions: Is the process by which two or more persons pool their knowledge and feelings through mutual agreement clarify the issues under consideration (Zakaria 2014, p 24) This follows from farm and home visits. After locating several individuals from such visits, the extension worker may invite them for informal discussions. The group can meet in school, a church or some other convenient place. The agricultural extension worker should lead the discussion at the beginning, but should allow the local leaders to take over later. Such discussions should centre on agricultural matters and not to introduce political issues (Mundi 2005, p 47). 2.1.4.2.3. Mass Extension Methods: Are the methods that have the ability to transfer mass messages from the sender to the large number of people (Abu Asba1995, p12). Mass extension methods are useful in reaching a wide audience at a very fast rate. They are generally useful as sources of initial information to farmers and constitute methods of notifying farmers of new developments and emergencies. They are useful in stimulating farmers‟ interest in a new ideas and practices (Mundi 2005, p 49). Advantages of mass extension methods: 1. These methods can increase the impact of extension staff through rapid spread of information. 2. Many people can be reached within a short time, even in remote areas (Salih1997, p 230). Disadvantages of mass extension methods: 1. Less intensive method. 2. Little scope for personal contact with the audience. 3. Little opportunity for interaction with and amongst the audience. 4. Generalized recommendations hinder their application by individuals. 5. Difficulty in getting feedback information and evaluation of results.
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(Agricultural Support Assist Project (ASAP), Japan International Cooperation Agency (JICA) 2008, p 25) 2.1.4.2.3.1. Types of Mass Extension Methods: 1. Rural Television programs: Television is one of the most powerful media of communication; it has become a popular teaching tool especially in urban areas. It is more personal than the radio since the audience can do both see and hear the professionals. With television, the Extension educators can give a “how-to” method demonstration and reach an audience many times larger than the attendance at a meeting (Seevers et al 2007, p 163). Advantages: 1. The main advantage include the fact that this method comes very close to face-to-face method of presentation and that it can reach many people at once. 2. It is possible to give a clear view of key operations in low moving pictures through a TV. Disadvantages: 1. Due to high cost, many farm homes do not own television sets. 2. The viewer is not in a position to ask question to clarify the points made in a television presentation (Mundi 2005, p 51). 2. Rural radio programs: In some areas, radio is the most widely accessible of all the mass methods. Radio has the ability to disseminate information to a large number of people in the shortest time. It is unparalleled as a means of getting emergency or timely information to local people (Seevers et al 2007, p 162). Advantages of Radio: 1. It can reach people at relatively low cost 2. Suited for timely presentation of programs and is used to alert farmers at times of emergencies. 3. It keeps people aware of recommended practices. A radio broadcast must be followed by other methods to bring people to adoption stage 4. It can reach large number of people more quickly than any other method and it does not require reading ability on the part of the farmers to obtain necessary information (Mundi 2005, p 50). Disadvantages: 1. Radio alone cannot bring change in listeners or society. 2. There is no control of listeners on content or speed of message. 3. It is difficult to broadcast complicated messages through radio (Chauhan 2007, p 38).
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3. Extension Publications: Extension publications are found in many shapes, sizes, and formats. Bulletins, fact sheets and leaflets continue to play an important role in the current system of mass communication. Publications are distributed in connection with other methods such as office calls, Farm & home visit, and extension meetings (Seevers et al 2007, p 165). Advantages: 1. People generally tend to believe all that is written or printed. 2. It is a reliable source for information 3. Audience can back to it at any time or free times 4. An effective supplement and reinforcement of other extension methods such as television and radio. 5. It works to adopt new ideas with more cheap costs (Al-Leila and Othman 1987, p 256). Disadvantages: 1. It is not suitable method to contact with illiterate people. 2. Needs to renewal and review constantly. 3. Needs great effort to planning in addition to difficulty of publication (Al-Adilli 1973, p 158). 4. Newspapers: Newspapers- These are valuable means of spreading agricultural and general community development information to people who can read. An extension worker should acquire the ability to prepare informative press material for the education of farmers in his area. Such material should be functional, intelligently planned and well written. An attempt should be made to personalize a news story in a way that appeals to people‟s desire for improvement of their homes, income and communities. Advantages: 1. Means of giving information to a large number of people and of reaching people who might otherwise be left out. 2. They are in expensive and useful in giving timely information to people. Disadvantages: 1. Newspaper editing may mutilate or destroy the substance of a news story 2. Some extension workers may lack writing ability and therefore cannot use the method effectively 3. Newspaper stories are not valuable when people are illiterates (Mundi 2005, p51).
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5. Extension Posters: Is one of the Mass Extension Methods, posters are any piece of printed paper 50×70cm or bigger designed to be attached to a wall or vertical surface, typically posters include both textual and graphic elements, although a poster may be either wholly graphical or wholly text. Posters are designed to be both eye-catching and informative. Posters may be used for many purposes. They are a frequent tool of advertiser (particularly of events, musicians, films, propagandists, protestors and other groups trying to communicate a message. Posters are also used for reproductions of artwork, particularly famous works, and are generally low-cost compared to original artwork (Omer et al 1971, p 59). Advantages: 1. Increases the effectiveness of other extension methods 2. it's a suitable method to attract attention of the audience about improved agricultural ideas. 3. Reaches a large number of target peoples. 4. It can produce locally with suitable costs (Al-Adilli 1973, p 164). Disadvantages: 1. Over- use of posters will come with reverse results. 2. It is difficult to know the audience reactions and Responses (Salih 1997, p 256). 6. Extension Newsletters: Newsletters can be used to stimulate interest in a subject, give timely subject-matter information, announce meetings, obtain information through questionnaires and maintain interest and cooperation of club members, local leaders, and other program cooperators. Extension newsletters produce by cheap offset printing techniques can be very useful, especially when the agricultural extension agents have access to good mailing lists and reliable addressing system. Computerized word processors have simplified these systems by making it easy to update address changes without complicated mechanical changes (Seevers et al 2007, p 165). 7. Agricultural Exhibits: An exhibition is a systematic display of models, specimens, charts, photographs, pictures, posters, information, etc., in a sequence around a theme to create awareness and interest in the community. They are held at many different levels, ranging from village to international. While an exhibit can be a visual aid to strengthen an oral presentation, it can also be a primary means of disseminating information. The most common use of the exhibit is either a window display or an educational exhibit in a public place (Agricultural Support Assist Project (ASAP), Japan International Cooperation Agency (JICA), 2008).
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Advantages: 1. Displays of specimens, models, charts, posters, etc. 2. Develop the interest of those who see them and Influence their attitude 3. Increase their knowledge and encourage them to action. (Zakaria 2014, p 25) Disadvantages: 1. It's more expensive requires more effort and skills to be effective. 2. Requires good schedule 3. Farmers seen it, as a means of entertainment rather than educational way (Salih 1997, p 272). 8. extension Museum: Extension museums usually use for the purpose of comparison between old and new stuff. or to give an idea of the development of the incident in a particular area, may be used to illustrate the results of certain programs and in general they are a way rarely used as an Extension teaching method only in case of availability of large budgets for it and the interest of the state and financial institutions create and supervise them because they are too expensive and effectiveness extension teaching are relatively small (Zakaria 2014, p 27). Advantages: 1. Useful to collection, restoration and presentation everything which have scientifically and historical value in agriculture sector. 2. Giving ideas to museum visitors about agricultural sector development, and compare between old and new stuff. 3. Useful to activate local tourism. Disadvantages: Museums are considered weak influence way in some countries, It is one of the methods with high costs as the process requires establishment and maintenance of them, financial costs (Salih 1997, p 273). 9. Circular Letters: Is a kind of organizational letters by agricultural extension agents and directed to the audience as a part of his Extension plan indicative and are used to declaration in some of the extension activities that will take place in the future or to give specific information on time (Al-Ajelli 2014, p 5). Advantages: 1. Is a timely source of information because of the frequency and regularity with which information can be deliver. 3. Serves as an effective supplement and reinforcement of the other extension methods (Salih 1997, p 250). 20
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Disadvantages: 1. It needs special equipment in writing maybe not available in all areas and extension offices. 2. It is not useful in areas with high number of illiteracy farmers. 3. If published frequently, it will reduce its importance and their interest. 4. Reliance on this method Considered waste of time and money if you do not take into account the accuracy and hygiene and thrill in their preparation (Al-Ajelli 2014, p 6). 10. Campaigns: It is an intensive teaching activity undertaken at an opportune (favorable) time for a brief period, focusing attention on a particular problem with a view to encourage the widest possible interest in a community. E.g.(about adoption of particular technology). Campaigns are launched only after a recommended practice has been forced acceptable to the people as a result of other extension methods like demonstrations etc (Chauhan 2007, p 62). 11. Networking: A network means using computers to share and exchange information and resources across either short distances (Local Area Networks) or globally (wide Area Networks). Making the best use of networking technology is about optimum use of business resources, enhancing productivity and efficiency, reducing costs and gaining competitive advantage (Chauhan 2007, p 25). Farmers in many countries do not live close to each other but still like to know what problems other farmers face and how they are solving them in other places. Modern information technology to some extent allows widely separated farmers to maintain contact, irrespective of distance (Van den Ban and Hawkins 1996, p 170).
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2.2. Previous Studies: 2.2.1. The study Ommani, Chizari, Salmanzadeh, Hossaini (2009). "Extension Methods and Organizational Characteristics for Supporting Sustainable Water Resource Management in Agriculture of Iran" The purpose of the study was to identify extension methods and organizational characteristics for supporting Sustainable water resource management in agriculture of Iran. The total population of agricultural extension experts (N=110) of agricultural –Jihad Organization of Khuzestan governorate of Iran considered as population of study, a mailed questionnaire was used to collect the data. The result showed that extension expert had positive perceptions about Sustainable water resource management in agriculture. Extension expert believed that among extension methods, on- farm education, problem solving methods and workshop had very high importance for supporting Sustainable water resource management in agriculture. Also ranking based on the perceptions on extension expert indicated that the three most important organizational characteristics of extension system for supporting Sustainable water resource management in agriculture were: Consideration local groups, participatory management and considering job qualification 2.2.2. The study Saleem and AL-Harbawi (2011). " The current usage of extension methods by agricultural extension workers in Ninevah governorate and its relation with some variables" The objectives of this study aimed to identify the current usage of agricultural extension methods by agricultural extension worker in Nineveh governorate and its relation with some variables (academic qualification, occupation specialization, period of employment ….). The sample of the study consists of all the workers in the official agricultural branches (175 employees, 120 of them were subjected to researching procedure). The researcher to achieve the goals of the study designed a special questionnaire consist of two parts. The first was concerned with the personal and vocational data, and the second is concerned with measuring of the usage degree. The result showed that group extension methods came first in usage. It was also revealed that there was a significant correlation between the degree of using the agricultural extension methods and the source of agricultural information and occupation, at the same time results showed that there was no significant correlation between the degree of usage and other variables.
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2.2.3. The study Hosseini (2011). "Effective extension methods in improving sustainable forest management in iran" The purpose of the study was to explore their perception about effective extension methods in improving the sustainable forest management in iran. The methodology used in this study involved a combination of descriptive and quantitative research and included the use of correlation and descriptive analysis as data processing methods. The total population for this study was 154 manager of forest, range and watershed organization in which 105 responded to the questionnaire. Data were collected through interview schedules. A questionnaire was developed based on these interviews and relevant literature. The questionnaire included both open-ended and fixed-choice questions. The result showed the highest mean refers to the visiting successful sustainable forestry projects (mean = 4.26) and the lowest mean to using posters (mean = 2.60). 2.2.4. The Study Nduru (2011). "A Guide to Effective Extension Methods for Different Situations in Kenya" The study endeavored to identify and evaluate viable methodologies in use, in order to understand when and where various methods are relevant and put more emphasis on the most effective ones in different situations. The study was carried out in Kilifi and Malindi in Coast governorate and Nyandarua, Nyeri and Muranga South in Central governorate and Fafi and Garissa in NEP. The extension methodologies were evaluated by two respondent groups- one for farmers and another for extension staff in each district. For each group the six methods were paired and compared on each issue and its corresponding indicators. The results showed that, Individual Farm visit preferred extension methodology by farmers. ICT as an extension methodology has huge potential than other extension methodologies considered in this study include Field days, Demonstrations, Courses, Educational tours, On-farm trials, Barazas, Farmer field schools and Mass media with varying preferences by extension staff and farmers. 2.2.5. The study Ali, Ahmad and Ali (2011). "Strengths and Weaknesses of Various Information Delivery Methods used by Private Agricultural Extension System in the Punjab, Pakistan" A study was conducted to investigate the strengths and weaknesses of various information delivery methods used by the extension field staff (EFS) of private sector in the Punjab, Pakistan. A crosssectional research design was used for the study.
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A sample of 408 farmers was drawn by using Fitzgibbon table. Only 260 respondents (who were able to rate the strengths and weaknesses of extension methods) reported that they got extension services from private sector, The data were collected through personal interviews with the help of pre-tested and validated interview schedule. The data were analyzed by using computer software (SPSS). The results show that group discussion method was ranked first for information delivery followed by use of TV channels and telephone calls. Result demonstration method which is considered as the most effective extension method is not common in private extension system. The study concluded that effective communication of a message is more important than delivery of a message. So the private extension system should focus on effective communication rather than communication. 2.2.6. The study Lukkainen (2012) "A Comparison of Extension Methods Used By Different Agricultural Extension Service Providers in Nyandarua County, Kenya" The most important objectives of the study are to obtain information about extension methods from farmers and extension providers to recommend the use of new extension methods or how to modify the three methods, to compare the effectiveness of three extension methods, to recommend the most effective extension method to disseminate research findings and innovations to the farmers. This research includes both qualitative and quantitative research methods. The main method to acquire data was two sets of questionnaires, one given to the farmers and the other one to the extension providers, the questionnaires received 70 replies out of 103 which equals to about 68 percent. The data was obtained from two towns, Muki and Ol‟kalou, in Kenya. It focuses on three extension methods: farmer-to-farmer, demonstrations and dissemination facilitator. The results showed that the farmers stated farmer-to-farmer as the most effective extension method. The extension providers said that demonstrations are the most effective method. According to the survey, there are five variables that affect which extension method is stated to be the most effective one by farmers.



2.2.7. The study Khan and Akram (2012). "Farmers Perception of Extension Methods Used by Extension Personnel for Dissemination of New Agricultural Technologies in Khyber pakhtunkhwa: Pakistan" The most important objectives of the study are To determine the effectiveness of extension services and different extension methods used by extension personnel, The universe for this study was Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, where 4 districts were randomly selected namely Bannu, Mansehra, 24
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Mardan and Swat, using multi stage sampling technique. The total number of sample respondents was 240 i.e. 60 farmers from each district. The data, which collected by interview, were analyzed with the help of SPSS using descriptive statistics, Likert scale and logistic regression. The results of the study revealed that literate respondents perception about extension staff activities and extension methods were very clear. The ranking of extension methods undertaken by extension personnel revealed that farm/home visit was perceived as very good and best method having rank „1, followed by field days at „2,and demonstration plots at „3‟ on the basis of their weighted score. 2.2.8. The study Nazri, Hj Hassan, Parhizkar, Hassanpour and Bin Yasin (2012). "Role of Broadcast Media in the Dissemination of Agricultural Knowledge in Fars and Kohgiluyeh Boyer Ahmad governorates" The aim of this study was to assess the role and effectiveness of electronic media (TV and Radio) in the dissemination of agricultural information to the farmers. The farmers were randomly assigned to an educational program through television or radio. Data was collected using a structured questionnaire before and after intervention The population of the study comprised 322 farmers from Fars and Kohgiluyeh va Boyer Ahmad governorates. The majority of samples were men (91.3% and 91.1% in Fars and Kohgiluyeh va Boyer Ahmad governorates respectively) and married (82% and 80% in Fars and Kohgiluyeh va Boyer Ahmad governorates respectively). The result indicated that there is no significant difference between level of farmers‟ knowledge after exposure to radio and television programs, also results demonstrated that effectiveness of TV to inseminate knowledge was slightly higher than radio but the result was not statistically significant which is may be due to engagement of both watching and listening in training process instead of listening alone. a significant and positive correlation was observed between farmers‟ knowledge and their educational level. 2.2.9. The study Fathi (2013). "The level of knowledge of agricultural employees in the Directorate of Agriculture Nineveh Foundations of Selection and Implementation of Agricultural Extension Methods" The research aims to assess the level of knowledge agricultural officials in the Directorate of Agriculture Nineveh foundations of selection methods extension. The research population consisted of all agricultural official workers in the agricultural Sections of Nineveh Directorate of Agriculture, who are 168 employees, where the Number of respondents who have undergone the procedures of research (133) agricultural official. Data were collected by 25
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questionnaire consisted of two part, the first part to measure the Independent variables, while the second part consisted of test to measure the level of knowledge agricultural officials of 30 items distributed among the foundations of Selection and implementation of the foundations. The data were analyzed by using the mean and Kruskal-Wallis test. The results showed a weakness in the knowledge level of agricultural official foundations of the selection and the foundations of the implementation methods of extension. 2.2.10. The study Abdullahi A., Garforth C.J.and Dorward P.T. (2013). "Enhancing Extension Roles through Mobile Phones in Nigeria" The main objectives of the study are determined the extent to which mobile phones facilitate extension roles, and analyze the difference in information exchange by the agricultural extension agents in agriculture development that use mobile phones and those that do not. This study was conducted in Cano state in Nigeria, semi- structured interview and focus Group Discussions were used to collect data from 40 and 12 randomly selected agricultural extension agents respectively. The result showed that 65% of the agricultural extension agents interviewed use mobile phones for their assignments, out of which 54% started using mobile phones in the last ten years, receiving on average of 87 calls per week from farmers.more ever; the result showed that there were significant differences between agricultural extension agents using mobile phones and those who do not. 2.2.11. The study Abdull-Razak, Qais, Najib and Abid (2013). "The Fact of Field demonstrations Clarifications Provided to Rice Farmer Prepared in the Areas of Intensive Agriculture and Mechanical Transplanting in Najaf Governorate" The research aims to diagnose the field demonstration reality of intensive agriculture and automatic transplanting projects provided for rice growers and to identify the extent to which farmers get benefit from the demonstration which provided for them. The research included 2208 rice farmers in the Al-Najaf governorate and samples were selected randomly of rice farmers by 4% and by 88 farmers. Diagnosing of the field clarifications management reality provided to the rice farmers have been done by the preparation of a map calendar that included 28 items distributed on five areas: Organization, planning, implementation, Monitoring and Evaluation. Regarding the farmer's benefit, data was collected through personal interviews. The results showed that the degree of the farmers benefit from field demonstrations described as medium tend to weak , and the absence of employees in the Authority's general extension and agricultural cooperation in the implementation process reliance on the agricultural extension directorates, sections and centers, and the lack of field demonstration for the rice crop and the absence
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of follow-up and evaluation of the field demonstration of the intensive agriculture and mechanic transplanting projects and the weakness of advantage of these demonstrations. 2.3. Discussing previous studies: From a review of previous studies, the following can be obtained: 2.3.1. Objectives: The researcher found a diversity of objectives addressed in previous studies; some of them focused on the identification most important and effective methods that used in agricultural extension works and study relationship between some personal and functional variables with the studied extension methods. The current study aimed to determine the level of usage of extension methods by agricultural extension workers in sulaimani governorate.



2.3.2. Sample: Previous studies differed in using their samples. Some of them included all workers in the agricultural extension field, but some others have taken random samples representing half or a portion of the sample of respondents. The target population of the current study consists of all agricultural extension workers who work in the agricultural extension directorate of Sulaimani. 2.3.3. Instrument: Previous studies have used different instruments for data collection. Some of these studies have used a personal interview but some other studies have used a questionnaire as an instrument for data collection. The current study has used survey questionnaire as an instrument to collect research data through personal interviewing of the respondents. 2.3.4. Statistical means: Previous studies have used several statistical means for analyzing the data such as chi-square, the simple correlation coefficient of Person, the ordinal correlation coefficient of Spearman, multiple step-wise regression analysis …etc In the current study, the following means used for data analyzing: simple correlation coefficient of Person, ordinal correlation coefficient of Spearman, Alpha-Cronbach's coefficient and multiple step-wise regression analysis …etc.
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2.3.5. Results: Previous studies have differed in their results, some of them showed that, one or more of individual, group or mass extension methods are most effective and important in use. In some of previous studies the significant relationship has shown between dependent variable and independent variables, but some others have shown not significant relationship between dependent and independent variables. In the current study the individual extension methods have a higher level of usage by respondents, followed by group and mass extension methods, also a significant relationship has shown between some of independent variables and dependent variable of the study.
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CHAPTER THREE MATERIALS AND METHODOLOGY 3.1. Background Description of the Study Area and Research Context: Sulaimani governorate is located in the Kurdistan region in north-east of Iraq between latitude (34-36) degrees and longitude (45-46) degree of the earth, on the Iraqi-Iranian border, Sulaimani city is center of Sulaimani governorate, Topographically the governorate lies at an altitude of 2895 meters above sea level, The total area of Sulaimani governorate is15,852 km2, The governorate is divided into sixteen districts: Bashder, Benjween, Chamchamal, Darbandikhan, Dokan, Halabja, Kalar, Khanaqeen, Kifry, Mout, Qaradagh, Rania, Said Sadiq, Sharazoor, Sharbazer and Sulaimani, a mountainous nature prevail in sulaimani governorate with cool weather and snow in the winter and a nice weather and medium temperatures in the summer. According to the documents of the Iraqi government for the year 1998 the population was reached to 548,747 and in 2009 reached to 1 million, the governorate population now is estimated at 1,715,000. (Documents of Directorate of Sulaimani Immigration, 2015) 3.2 Research Population: The target population of this study consists of all Agricultural Extension Workers who work in the agricultural section and departments affiliated with the Agricultural Extension Directorate of Sulaimani, totaling 137 workers spread over 17 agricultural sections and departments. A questionnaire has been distributed to the members of population totaling 117 after 20 workers were excluded; this comprised the measurement of the reliability of the research questionnaire. The study population was limited to 111 workers representing 81% of the research population because we could not connect to a number of them for different reasons and others were inaccurate in their answers, as shown in following table: Table (3-1) The extension workers distribution in the agricultural sections and departments affiliated with the agricultural extension directorate of Sulaimani



SEQ



Extension centers



1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8



Agricultural Extension Directorate of Sulaimani(center) Chamchamal Agricultural Extension section Sangasar Agricultural Extension section Penjween Agricultural Extension department Chwarqurna Agricultural Extension department Chwarta Agricultural Extension department Dukan Agricultural Extension department Darbandexan Agricultural Extension department 29



Total number 52 9 3 1 6 7 10 4



Number of respondents 40 6 3 ـــــــــ 5 6 9 4



% 36.04 5.41 2.70 ـــــــــ 4.50 5.41 8.12 3.60
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Halabja Agricultural Extension department Qarahanjer Agricultural Extension department Qarale Agricultural Extension department Qaradaxh Agricultural Extension department Qaladze Agricultural Extension department Serwan Agricultural Extension department Said Sadiq Agricultural Extension department Sharazoor Agricultural Extension department Tanjaro Agricultural Extension department Total



4 7 2 2 4 5 5 6 10 137



4 5 2 2 4 5 3 4 9 111



3.60 4.50 4.50 1.80 3.60 1.80 2.70 3.60 8.12 100%



3.3. Instrument of the Research: The questionnaire is the most important instrument that is used to obtain information that is related to the current conditions (Abdul Hafeez and Bahi 2000, p146). The study used a survey questionnaire as an instrument to collect research data through Pearsonal interviewing of the respondents. The questionnaire consisted of three parts to achieve the objectives of this study as follows: Part I: Includes a set of questions to recognize the personal and functional variables of agricultural extension workers such as: age, gender, educational level, specialization, job title, duration of the employment service, duration of the agriculture extension service, previous training, exposure to sources of the agricultural information, attitude towards agricultural extension and job satisfaction. Part II: This part included 33 agricultural extension methods for the purpose of determining the level at which agricultural extension workers use these methods, namely the following individual extension methods: farm visits, home visits, office visits, telephone calls, Personal letters, informal meetings and social networks. As well as the following group extension methods: method demonstrations, result demonstrations, extension meetings, extension symposiums, extension conferences, extension lectures, extension seminars, workshops, seasonal field day, annual field day, extension tours, training courses, extension cinema and rural theater. And the following mass extension methods: rural television programs, rural radio programs, newspapers, agricultural magazines, extension news releases, extension posters, extension newsletters, agricultural exhibits, extension museums, circular speeches, extension campaigns and the internet. In part II of questionnaire, the researcher used a 4-point Likert-type scale to determine the level of usage the agricultural extension methods that ranged from 0 = not used, 1 = rarely, 2 = sometimes, 3 = always.
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The total theoretical range of the level of usage of agricultural extension methods was between 0 and 99. Part III consisted of 21 obstacles that affect the level of usage of agricultural extension methods by using 3-point Likert-type scale to identify this obstacles, that ranged from 1= A lot, 2= A little, 3= No. 3.4 Validity: Validity refers to how well a test measures what it is purported to measure (Phelan and Wren 2005, p 3). Any research can be affected by different kinds of factors, which, while extraneous to the concerns of the research, can invalidate the findings. This study had the potential of measurement error through inaccurate answers from respondents. The best way to achieve virtual validity is to have a group of specialists evaluate the validity of paragraphs to ensure they measure what it is they are intended to measure (Eble 1972, p 555). In this research, measurement error was controlled through a critical evaluation of the questionnaire by a group of 19 experts for face and content validity. The experts identified their views and comments relating to the type of questions, their formulation, and the clarity and appropriateness of the respondents. After taking their observations and suggestions, some amendments were made to the questions contained in the questionnaire in order to ensure the validity of the questionnaire. Each statement within the questionnaire received 85% approval by experts. Sources indicate that the instrument is valid if gets (75%) of agreement or more (Bloom 1983, p 125). 3.5. Reliability: Reliability is the degree to which an assessment tool produces stable and consistent results (Phelan and Wren 2005, p1). As a pre-test, the questionnaire was conducted on a random sample consisting of 20 agricultural extension workers (excluded from the sample). The reliability of the instrument was determined by calculating Cronbach’s reliability coefficient (Cronbach’s α). The overall Cronbach’s reliability coefficient for the usage of agricultural extension methods was 0.935. A correction factor for the usage of agricultural extension methods then made by using the Spearman Brown equation, reaching a reliability coefficient for the use of 0.96. This indicates a high reliability value for the questionnaire.
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3.6. Measuring Pearsonal and functional variables: 3.6.1. Age: Is the age of the respondents at the time of collecting data and measured by the number of years. 3.6.2. Gender: This variable was measured by asking the respondent if they are male or female, with male = 1 and female = 2. 3.6.3. Educational level: This variable was measured by allocating numeric values (1, 2, 3, 4) according to the following levels (agricultural preparatory, agricultural institute, agricultural college, Higher Diploma), respectively. 3.6.4. Specialization: This was measured by asking the respondent if they are an agricultural extension specialist or non-specialist in agricultural extension, where agricultural non-extension specialist = 1 and agricultural extension specialist = 2. 3.6.5. Job Title: This variable was measured by asking the respondents about their occupation in the agricultural extension work, using the following job titles: agricultural extension agent, agricultural engineer, head of agricultural extension agents, head of agricultural engineers, agricultural senior manager, associate head of the agricultural extension agent, senior agricultural extension agent. (Asking the respondents to please provide details), which are encoded by the numeric values 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 respectively. 3.6.6. Duration of the employment service: Duration of the employment service was calculated by the number of active years that the respondents have spent in a career.



3.6.7. Duration of the agriculture extension service: It was calculated by the number of years that the respondents have spent in the agricultural extension work.
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3.6.8. Previous training: This variable was measured by asking the respondent if they had participated in extension training courses or not. The numerical value of 1 was given to non-participation in training courses and a numeric value of 2 was given to participation in training courses in the field of agricultural extension. 3.6.9. Exposure to sources of the agricultural information: This variable is measured by the degree to which the agricultural extension workers used the following 17 agricultural information sources: television programs, radio programs, internet, extension publications, agricultural exhibits, agricultural conferences, extension lectures, extension symposiums, demonstrations, newspapers and magazines, extension books, research and scientific thesis, extension reports, seminars, agricultural colleges and institutes, specialists and colleagues at work. Numeric values (1, 2, 3) were used, respectively, to the following measures: not exposed, sometimes exposed, always exposed, so that grades obtained by the respondent ranged between 17 at minimum and 51 at maximum. 3.6.10. Attitude towards agricultural extension: This variable was measured by using 12 statements; 7 of them which carry positive implications rated on a Likert-type scale of 1 to 5, where 1 = strongly disagree, 2 = disagree, 3 = neutral, 4 = agree and 5 = strongly agree. The remaining 5 statements carry negative implications rated on a Likert-type scale of 1 to 5, where 1 = strongly agree, 2 = agree, 3 = neutral, 4 = disagree and 5 = strongly disagree. Grades obtained by the respondents ranged between 12 at minimum and 60 at maximum. The total theoretical range of the Attitude towards agricultural extension was between 12 and 60 degrees. 3.6.11. Job satisfaction: This variable was measured by using 16 statements, 8 of which carry positive implications rated on a Likert-type scale of 1 to 5, where 1 = strongly disagree, 2 = disagree, 3 = neutral, 4 = agree and 5 = strongly agree. Thus the other 8 statements carry negative implications rated on a Likert-type scale of 1 to 5, where 1 = strongly agree, 2 = agree, 3 = neutral, 4 = disagree and 5 = strongly disagree. Grades
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obtained by the respondents ranged between 16 at minimum and 80 at maximum; the total theoretical range of job satisfaction was between 16 and 80 degrees. 3.7. Data collection: After preparation of the questionnaire the researcher was collected the data from agricultural extension workers in the section and departments affiliated with the agricultural extension directorate of Sulaimani. Thus the researcher distributed the questionnaires by hand for the purpose of data collection; Data collection process took place from 11/5/2015 until 20/6/2015. 3.8. Statistical methods: The following statistical means were used for the purpose of processing the data through the SPSS program as follows: 3.8.1. Range: The independent and dependent variables were divided into categories, according to the following law (Al-Rawi 1989, p32). Range = maximum value - minimum value Category length = Range / Number of categories (rounding results to the nearest whole number) 3.8.2. Weight percentage: Weight percentage was used to arrange fields and statements of agricultural extension methods according to the level of usage of these extension methods (Al- Gharib1978, p168). Arithmetic mean Weight percentage =



× 100 Maximum score



3.8.3. Percentage ratio: This was used to describe the respondents according to distribution in groups related to some of the variables studied. 3.8.4. Arithmetic mean: This was used in the description of some of the independent variables included in the study (AlRawi 1989, p 66). X



X



i



n



Whereas: X = Arithmetic mean 34
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Xi = Total numeric values



n = Number of respondents 3.8.5. Standard Deviation: Standard deviation was used to describe deviations values for the calculation of the average quantity of independent variables included in the study according to the following law (AlBaldawi 2004, p156).



 Xi
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n 1



n



3.8.6. Simple correlation coefficient of (Pearson): Pearson Correlation was used to find the relationship between the independent variables and the dependent variables as in the formula below (Al-Attabyi 1992, p 148).
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Whereas: r = simple correlation coefficient x = numeric values of the independent variable y = numeric values of the dependent variable n = number of respondents 3.8.7. Ordinal correlation coefficient of Spearman: The relationship between the level of usage of extension methods and the variables of gender, educational level, specialization, job title and previous training, was found by using this equation (Sanders 1980, p 369). rs  1 



6 D 2



n(n 2  1)



Whereas: rs = Spearman correlation coefficient



D



2



= Sum square of the differences between the ranks



n = number of rank pairs 35
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3.8.8. Correction factor: A scale was used to measure the validity of the level of usage of extension methods of a product of square root of the coefficient of reliability (Al-Bayati and Zakaria 1977, p 194) Correction factor (reliability) =



reliability coefficient



3.8.9. Multiple step-wise Regression analysis: This was used to arrange the independent variables according to value of the coefficient of determination to relationship the level of usage of extension methods, and to clarify the amount of change all independent studied variables to the variation in level of usage of extension methods (Al-Jubouri 1990, 199-200).



Yi  Bo  B1 x1i  B2 x2i    Br xri  ei Whereas: Y = expected values of the level of usage of methods B0 = value of regression coefficient constant Bn = value of partial regression coefficient of the independent variable Xn = value of the independent variable E = random error 3.8.10. Alpha- Cronbach's coefficient (Cronbach’s α) to measuring reliability: This was used to find a measure of reliability; according to the following law (Al- Nabhan 2004, p 273). 2 n   Si   1  2  n  1  S x 



a = alpha coefficient n = number of paragraphs of the scale



S 2 x = The total variation (total) for paragraphs scale



Si 2 = square variation of one paragraph
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CHAPTER FOUR RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 4.1. Research Objectives: This chapter deals with a review of the results of the current study according to the sequence of the research objectives, which are as follows: 4.1.1. First objective: Identify the level of usage of agricultural extension workers in Sulaimani governorate related to the agricultural extension methods in general. The results show that the highest numeric value obtained by the respondents in the level of usage of agricultural extension methods is 92 and the lowest numeric value is 18, with the arithmetic mean 52.25 and standard deviation 17.42. Respondents has been classified according to the level of their usage of the extension methods into three categories (low, medium and high) by using the law of range and the length of categories as shown in the following table: Table (4-1) Distribution of respondents according to the level of usage of extension methods



Level of usage



Categories



Frequency



%



X



Low Medium High



(18 – 42) (43 – 67) (68 – 92)



33 58 20 111



29.73 52.25 18.02 100%



32.09 54.55 78.85



Total N = 111



X = 52.25



S.d = 17.42



As shown in table (4-1), the largest percentage of the respondents, 52.25%, is within the medium category and the lowest percentage, 18.02%, is within the high category, as illustrated in Fig (41):
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52.25 Weights percentage %



60



50 40



29.73 18.02



30 20 10 0 Categories



Figure (4-1) Distribution of respondents according to the level of usage of extension methods



Fig (4-1) illustrates that the level of usage of extension methods by agricultural extension workers in Sulaimani governorate is medium, tending to low, reaching the respondents rate within the medium and low categories around 82%. This means that more than three-quarters of the respondents’ usage of extension methods fell within the medium and low categories. This may be due to lack of knowledge of agricultural extension workers in Sulaimani governorate in extension educational situations that fit the usage of extension methods or a weakness technical and material resources for the usage of these methods in the agricultural extension sections and departments in the region, as well as the limited number of training courses for agricultural extension agents in the usage of extension methods. This result agrees with what was found in the study of (Saleem and Al-Harbawi 2011, p12). 4.1.2. Second objective: Identify the level of usage of agricultural extension workers in Sulaimani governorate for each field (individual, group and mass) of agricultural extension methods. The level of usage of each fields of the extension methods was determined through the collection of grades obtained by the respondents in each of the fields of extension methods and were classified according to the level of their usage of extension methods into three categories as shown in the following table:
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Table (4-2) Distribution of the respondents according to the fields of extension methods



Fields of Methods



Individual



Group



Mass



Levels of use



Categories



Low Medium High Total Low Medium High Total Low Medium High Total



(2-7) (8-13) (14-19) (6-18) (19-31) (32-44) (0-12) (13-25) (26-38)



Frequency



%



16 58 37 111 35 54 22 111 34 59 18 111



14.41 52.26 33.33 100% 31.53 48.65 19.82 100% 30.63 53.15 16.22 100%



X



s.d



Ranks



11.77



3.607



1



8.669



2



7.789



3



23.32



17.16



The data in table (4-2) shows that the highest percentage of respondents in the usage of individual extension methods was 52.26%, within the medium category, followed by high category with 33.33% of respondents. This means that the level of usage of individual extension methods is medium, tending to rise. The highest percentage of respondents in the usage of group extension methods was 48.65% within the medium category followed by low category with 31.53% of respondents. This means that the level of usage of group extension methods is medium, tending to low. The research also found that the highest percentage of respondents in the usage of mass extension methods was 53.15% within the medium category, followed by the low category with 30.63% of respondents. This means that the level of usage of mass extension methods is medium, tending to low. These results were largely inconsistent with what was shown in previous results, revealing a clear lack of usage of the extension methods in Sulaimani governorate to accept the same previous interpretations. This result agrees with what was found in the study of (Abdel Gawad, et al 2003, p10). For the purpose of comparison between the three fields of agricultural extension methods, the researcher used the equation of weight percentage in the statistical means. The results showed the order of those fields as shown in the following table: Table (4-3) Order of the aspects of extension methods according to the weights percentage values



Extension methods Individual Group Mass



X 11.77 23.32 17.16



Over the theoretical degrees fields 2-19 6-42 18-92 39



Weights percentage 56.05 55.52 47.67



Rank 1 2 3
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The data in table (4-3) shows that the level of usage of individual extension methods was ranked the highest, with weight percentage of 56.05%. This result is attributed to the influence of individual methods in extension education which is broader and deeper than other extension methods because they allow for discussion and confidence-building as well as to identifying the reactions of the farmers to the ideas and agricultural information provided to them by the agricultural extension agents. This was followed by group extension methods with weight percentage 55.52%, while the mass extension methods came at the lowest rank with weight percentage 47.67%. This result can be interpreted in light of the nature of topographical and social rural life in the Kurdistan region, where the rugged terrain and the spread of illiteracy in some areas often hinder the delivery of extension publications, as well as there are no agricultural radios and televisions program are broadcast at irregular times. This result disagrees with what was found in studies of (Saleem and Al- Harbawi 2011, p12), and (Abdel- Gawad, et al 2003, p10). 4.1.3. Third objective: Rank of the paragraphs of each method of the individual, group and mass agricultural extension methods according to their level of usage by workers in the agricultural extension directorate in Sulaimani governorate. 4.1.3.1. Individual extension methods: The paragraphs of individual extension methods was ordered depending on the level of usage from the highest to the lowest level in accordance with the weights percentage as shown by the following table: Table (4-4) Order of the paragraphs of individual extension methods according to the value of weights percentage



Individual extension methods Farm Visits Telephone Calls Office visits Home Visits Informal meetings Social networks Personal letters



X 2.47 2.03 1.86 1.70 1.46 1.37 0.89



S.d 0.59 0.96 0.67 0.83 0.96 1.04 0.87



Weight percentage % 82.33 67.66 62.00 56.66 48.66 45.66 29.66



Ranks 1 2 3 4 5 6 7



Fig (4-2) illustrates that the farm visits method is the most individual extension method used by the respondents with weight percentage 82.33%. The reason for this may be that farm visits provide agricultural extension workers with personal and realistic information on the conditions in the field and also contribute to building farmers’ confidence in agricultural extension workers. 40
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This was followed by the telephone calls method with weight percentage 67.66%. The high incidence of telephone calls maybe due the rise in mobile phones in the last period, the low cost of this method and the time saved, for both farmers and agricultural extension workers. The method of personal letters came in last with weight percentage 29.66%. The reason for this may be that there is no available delivery service. Declining level of usage of this method may also be due to the better alternatives or the high illiteracy rate in the countryside of Kurdistan. This result agrees with what was found in the study of (Saleem and Al- Harbawi 2011, p 13), but this result disagrees with what was found in the study by (Khatam et al 2013, p 43). 90
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Method ranks Figure (4-2) Distribution of individual paragraphs methods according to their weights percentage



4.1.3.2. Group extension methods: The group extension methods were ordered depending on the level of usage from the highest to the lowest level in accordance to the weights percentage as shown in the following table: Table (4-5) Order of the group extension methods according to the values of weights percentage



Group Extension methods Method demonstrations Extension meetings Training courses Extension lectures Result demonstrations Extension seminars Extension symposiums Annual field day Seasonal field day Extension tours Workshops Extension conferences Extension cinema Rural theater



X 2.16 2.10 2.03 2.01 1.95 1.90 1.87 1.70 1.70 1.55 1.38 1.34 0.90 0.71



S.d 0.75 0.76 0.72 0.85 0.95 0.80 0.79 1.00 1.00 1.04 1.00 0.91 0.99 0.91 41



Weight percentage % 72.00 70.00 67.66 67.00 65.00 63.33 62.33 56.66 56.66 51.66 46.00 44.66 30.00 23.66



Rank 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8.5 8.5 10 11 12 13 14
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Fig (4-3) illustrates that, method demonstrations are the group extension method most commonly used by respondents with weight percentage 72.00%. The reason for this may because the method demonstrations provide the farmers with confidence in the extension workers and builds a closer link between them and agricultural extension workers. Also the farmers learn new skills and expertise while providing them with the opportunity for practical exercise in the field. The second most common group extension method was extension meetings with weight percentage 70.00%. Extension meetings provide the opportunity for contact with a large number of extension clientele at the same time and place, making it one of the methods that the respondents prefer to use in extension work. But the rural theater method came in last rank with weight percentage 23.66%. This may be because this method requires many technical skills and physical requirements that are difficult to provide in the current situation of extension work in Kurdistan region. This result disagrees with what was found in the study of (Saleem and Al- Harbawi 2011, p 13). 80
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Figure (4-3) Distribution of paragraphs of group methods according to their weights percentage
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4.1.3.3. Mass extension methods: The paragraphs of mass extension methods were ordered depending on the level of usage from the highest to the lowest level in accordance to the weights percentage as shown by the following table: Table (4-6) Order of the paragraphs of mass extension methods according to the value of weights percentage



Mass Extension methods Extension posters Extension campaigns Agricultural exhibits Rural television programs



X1.93 1.89 1.68 1.55



S.d 0.83 0.81 0.81 0.98 42



Weight percentage % 64.33 63.00 56.00 51.66



Rank 1 2 3 4
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Internet Agricultural Magazines Extension news releases News paper Rural radio programs Circular speeches Agricultural newsletters Extension museums



1.46 1.46 1.44 1.32 1.30 1.20 1.05 0.89



1.13 0.91 0.92 0.96 1.01 0.96 0.94 0.99



48.66 48.66 48.00 44.00 43.33 40.00 35.00 29.66



5.5 5.5 7 8 9 10 11 12



Fig (4-4) illustrates that the mass extension method most commonly used by respondents, was extension posters with the weight percentage 64.33%. The popularity of this method may be due to the fact that extension posters can be produced with moderate and acceptable costs and they have the benefit of attracting attention and alerting public farmers about ideas and improved farming techniques. Extension posters can spread the extension message to a large audience of farmers easily. This was followed by extension campaigns with weight percentile 63.00%. The agricultural sector and farmers in general suffer from problems that come and go in the region. Agricultural extension Workers use campaigns to address these problems. Where extension campaigns are useful, is focusing attention on a particular problem for a brief period in order to qualify for stimulus. The museums extension method came in the last rank with weight percentage 29.66%. The reason for this maybe that the extension museums method has weak influence requires the establishment and maintenance of operations, and financial costs have correlation to the benefits achieved. This result disagrees with what was found in the study of (Saleem and Al- Harbawi 2011, p13). 70
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4.1.3.4. The order of the paragraphs of extension methods in general:The paragraphs of extension methods in general were ordered depending on the level of usage from the highest to the lowest level in accordance to the weights Percentage as shown by the following table: Table (4-7) Order of the paragraphs of extension methods in general according to the value of weights percentage



Extension methods Farm Visits Method demonstrations Extension meetings Telephone Calls training courses Extension lectures Result demonstrations Extension posters Extension Seminars Extension campaigns Extension symposiums Office visits Home visits Annual field day seasonal field day Agricultural exhibits Rural televisions programs Extension tours Informal meetings Agricultural magazine Internet Extension news releases Workshops Social networks Extension conferences News paper Rural radio programs Circular speeches Agricultural newsletters Extension cinema Extension museums Personal letters Rural theater



X 2.47 2.16 2.10 2.03 2.03 2.01 1.95 1.93 1.90 1.89 1.87 1.86 1.70 1.70 1.70 1.68 1.55 1.55 1.46 1.46 1.46 1.44 1.38 1.37 1.34 1.32 1.30 1.20 1.05 0.91 0.89 0.86 0.71



Weight percentage % 82.33 72.00 70.00 67.66 67.66 67.00 65.00 64.33 63.33 63.00 62.33 62.00 56.66 56.66 56.66 56.00 51.66 51.66 48.66 48.66 48.66 48.00 46.00 45.66 44.66 44.00 43.33 40.00 35.00 30.00 29.66 29.66 23.66



Ranks 1 2 3 4.5 4.5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 14 14 14 16 17.5 17.5 20 20 20 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31.5 31.5 33



As shown in table (4-7), the farm visits method was the most commonly used extension method by respondents with weight percentage 82.33%, followed by method demonstrations with weight percentage 72.00%.
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But the method of personal letters came in second rank at last with weight percentage 29.66%. Rural theatre ranked last with weight percentage 23.66%. This result disagrees with what was found in the studies of (Abdel- Gawad et al 2003, p10), (Bajwa et al 2010, p 263), (Ibrahim et al 2013, p 4) and (Hosseini 2011, p 10). 4.1.4. Fourth objective: Determine the correlation between the level of usage of agricultural extension workers to agricultural extension methods in Sulaimani governorate with each of the following personal and functional variables: 4.1.4.1. Age: Results of the current study show that the range of age of respondents was between (25-90) years. 45.95% of the respondents were between the age of 25 and 40 years; those aged between 41 and 56 years accounted for 36.94% of the study sample size; and the rest of the respondents, 17.11%, were aged 57 and older, as shown in the following table: Table (4-8) Distribution of the respondents according to Age



Categories



Frequency



%



25- 40 41-56 57& more Total



51 41 19 111



45.95 36.94 17.11 100%



X



Simple correlation coefficient of Pearson



49.02 53.76 57.68 Significant at the level 0.05



0.161*



As seen in table (4-8), most of the respondents are in the youngest age category. To determine the correlation between the level of usage of extension methods and age, the researcher used the simple correlation coefficient of Pearson with value 0.161, it is a significant value at the level of 0.05. Thus we reject the research hypothesis, which states there is not significant correlation between the level of usage of extension methods and age. This means the level of usage of extension methods in the youth category of respondents is high but declines in older age categories. The reason may be that young people are more inclined to use a variety of methods and are interested in more diverse methods, which they use to transport extension messages. This is especially with modern extension methods. This result disagrees with what was found in the studies of (Abdel- Gawad, et al 2003, p 14) and (Fathi 2013, p 17), and (Adijah M et al 2011, p 97), which is illustrated in Fig (4-5):
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4.1.4.2. Gender: The current study results show that 70.27% of the respondents are male, while 29.73% of the respondents are female, as shown in the following table: Table (4-9) Distribution of the respondents according to Gender



Categories Male Female Total



Frequency 78 33 111



% 70.27 29.73 100%



X 52.44 51.82 Not significant



Ordinal correlation coefficient of Spearman - 0.048 n.s



As seen in table (4-9), most of the respondents working in extension field are male. To determine the correlation between the level of usage of extension methods and gender, the ordinal correlation coefficient of Spearman was used with value -0.048; it is not significant value at the levels of 0.05 and 0.01. This suggests a lack of significant correlation between both variables thus we accept the research hypothesis, which states there is no significant correlation between the level of usage of extension methods and gender. This suggests that whether the female genders have a low percentage in respondents, but they do their job efficiently; being male or female has no influence on their usage of extension methods, this result agrees with what was found in the study of (Sadaqa 2008, p 56), as illustrated in the Fig (4-6):
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Figure (4-6) Distribution of the respondents according to Gender



4.1.4.3. Educational level: The current study results show that the highest percentage, 38.74%, of the respondents were graduated from agriculture colleges, 32.43% of the respondents were graduated from agricultural preparatory schools, and 26.13% of the respondents were graduated from agricultural institutes; just 2.70% of the respondents received a certificate of higher diploma, as shown in the following table: Table (4-10) Distribution of the respondents according to Educational level



Categories



Frequency



Agricultural preparatory Agricultural institute Agricultural college Higher diploma Total



36 29 43 3 111



% 32.43 26.13 38.74 2.70 100%



X 52.28 50.28 51.74 54.03 Not significant



Ordinal correlation coefficient of Spearman 0.048 n.s



As seen in table (4-10), the percentage of graduated from agricultural colleges is higher compared to graduate from institutes and agricultural preparatory schools. To determine the correlation between the level of usage of extension methods and educational level of the respondents, ordinal correlation coefficient of Spearman with value 0.048 was used. It is less than the table value at the level 0.05. 47
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This suggests a lack of significant correlation between the level of usage of extension methods and educational level. Thus we accept research hypothesis, which states there is no significant correlation between the level of usage of extension methods and educational level. The reason for this result is that respondents keep using certain methods in their extension work, so most of them were gained skills and experience in the usage of extension methods. This result agrees with what was found in the studies of (Al- Abbassi and Al-Harbawi 2012, p 12) and (Fathi 2013, p 17) and (Saleem and Al-Harbawi 2011, p 14), but disagrees with what was found in the study of (AlHosseini 2011, p 10), as illustrated in Fig (4-7):
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Figure (4-7) Distribution of the respondents according to Educational level



4.1.4.4. Specialization: The results show that the highest percentages, 75.68%, of respondents are specialists in agricultural non-extension; the remaining 24.32% of the respondents are specialists in agricultural extension, as shown in the following table: Table (4-11) Distribution of the respondents according to Specialization



Categories



Frequency



%



Agricultural non-extension Agricultural extension Total



84 27 111



75.68 24.32 100%



48



X



Ordinal correlation coefficient of Spearman



50.99 56.19 Not significant



0.087 n.s
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As seen in table (4-11), most of the agricultural extension workers’ specializations are nonExtension. The reason for this may be due to the lack of agricultural extension departments in most agricultural colleges in Kurdistan region. To determine the correlation between the level of usage of extension methods and specialization, the ordinal correlation coefficient of Spearman with value 0.087 was used. It is less than the table value at the level 0.05 and 0.01. This suggests a lack of significant correlation between the level of usage of extension methods and specialization. This means that the level of usage of extension methods by respondents is not affected by the field of their specialization. Thus we accept the research hypothesis, which states there is no significant correlation between the level of usage of extension methods and specialization. This result agrees with what was found in the studies of (Saleem and Al-Harbawi 2011, p 14) and (Al-Abassi and Al-Harbawi 2012, p 12), as illustrated in Fig (4-8):
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Figure (4-8) Distribution of the respondents according to Specialization



4.1.4.5. Job Title: The results show that 22.52% of the respondents work as agricultural extension agent, 26.13% of the respondents work as agricultural engineer, 20.72% of the respondents working as head of agricultural extension agent, 15.32% of the respondents work as head of agricultural engineers, 11.71% of the respondents work as head of agricultural senior manager, 1.80% of the respondents work as associate head of the agricultural extension agent, The rest of the respondents 1.80% have been working under the title Senior agricultural extension agent, as shown in the following table:
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Categories



Frequency



%



X



Ordinal correlation coefficient of Spearman



Agricultural extension agent Agricultural engineer Head of agricultural extension agent Head of agricultural engineer Agricultural senior manager Associate head of the agricultural extension agent Senior agricultural extension agent Total



25 29 23 17 13 2



22.52 26.13 20.72 15.32 11.71 1.80



50.32 54.76 42.87 56.12 53.00 52.50



2 111



1.80 100%



0.077 n.s



52.50 Not significant



As seen in table (4-12), 45.94% of the respondents do their job under the title of agricultural engineer and agricultural extension agent. To determine the correlation between the level of usage of extension methods and the job title, the ordinal correlation coefficient of Spearman with value 0.078 was used. It is less than the table value at the level 0.05 and 0.01. This suggests a lack of significant correlation between the level of usage of extension methods and job title. Thus we accept research hypothesis, which states there is no significant correlation between the level of usage of extension methods and job title. This result disagrees with what was found in the study of (Saleem and Al-Harbawi 2011, p 14), as illustrated in Fig (4-9):
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Figure (4-9) Distribution of the respondents according to Job title
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4.1.4.6. Duration of the employment service: Results of the current study show that the percentage of respondents in the first category with few years of services are 52.25% and the percentage of respondents in the second category with medium years of service are 29.73%, and the percentage of respondents in the third category with long years of service are 18.02%, as shown in the following table: Table (4-13) Distribution of the respondents according to Duration of the employment service



Categories 1-13 A few 14-26 Medium 27-39 Long Total



Frequency



%



X



58 33 20 111



52.25 29.73 18.02 100%



Correlation coefficient of Pearson



48.34 0.183* 56.24 57.00 Significant at the level 0.05



As seen in table (4-13), most of the respondents have a few years of the employment service compared with other categories. The cause is attributed to the government or the ministry of agriculture hiring more agricultural extension workers during the past ten years to carry out acts of extension, mostly young people, and this has positively influenced the extension work. To determine the correlation between the level of usage of extension methods and duration of the employment service, correlation coefficient of Pearson was used with value 0.183. It is a significant value at the level 0.05. Thus we reject research hypothesis, which states there is not significant correlation between the level of usage of extension methods and duration of the employment service. With increased years of the employment service, the level of usage of various extension methods increases. This is attributed to increased experience in the usage of extension methods. This result agrees with what was found in the study of (Al-Abassi and Al-Harbawi 2012, p 12), but disagrees with what was found in the study of (Saleem and Al-Harbawi 2011, p 14), as illustrated in Fig (4-10):
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Figure (4-10) Distribution of the respondents according to Duration of the employment service



4.1.4.7. Duration of the agricultural extension service: Results of the current study show that the percentage of respondents in the first category with few service years are 53.15%, and the percentage of the respondents with medium service years are 36.94%, and the percentage of the respondents with long service years are 9.91%, as shown in the following table: Table (4-14) Distribution of the respondents according to Duration of the agricultural extension services



Categories (1-7 ) A few (8-14 ) Medium (15& more) Long Total



Frequency 59 41 11 111



%



X



53.15 36.94 9.91 100%



Correlation coefficient of Pearson



51.02 0.180* 53.41 54.55 Significant at the level 0.05



As seen in table (4-14), most of the respondents had a few years extension service compared with other categories. This was attributed to the presence of a large number of young people among the respondents who are new in working in agricultural extension field. To determine the correlation between the level of usage of extension methods and duration of the agriculture Extension service, correlation coefficient of Pearson with value 0.180 was used. It is a significant value at the level 0.05. We reject research hypothesis, which states there is not significant correlation between the level of usage of extension methods and duration of the agricultural extension service, meaning that with increasing years of agriculture extension services, the level of usage of various extension 52
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methods will increase also. This result agrees with what was found in the study of (Al-Abassi and Al-Harbawi 2012, p 12), as illustrated in Fig (4-11): 60
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Figure (4-11) Distribution of the respondents according to Duration of the agricultural extension service



4.1.4.8. Previous training: Results show that 41.44% of the respondents participated in extension training courses, and 58.56% of respondents did not participate in extension training courses, as shown in the following table: Table (4-15) Distribution of the respondents according to Previous training



Categories



Frequency



%



Non- participate participate Total



65 46 111



58.56 41.44 100%



X



Ordinal correlation coefficient of Spearman - 0.021 n.s



52.21 52.42 Not significant



As seen in table (4-15), most of the respondents did not participate in training courses in the field of agricultural extension and others participated in one or two courses only. To determine the correlation between the level of usage of extension methods and previous training, ordinal correlation coefficient of Spearman with value -0.021 was used. It is less than the table value at the level 0.05 and 0.01.
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This suggests there is no significant correlation between the level of usage of extension methods and previous training; thus we accept research hypothesis, which states there is no significant correlation between the level of usage of extension methods and previous training. This result agrees with what was found in the studies of (Abdel- Gawad, et al 2003, p14), and (Saleem and Al- Harbawi 2011, p 14), but disagrees with what was found in the studies of (AlAbassi and Al-Harbawi 2012, p 12), and (Al- Hosseini 2011, p10), as illustrated in Fig (4-12):
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4.1.4.9. Exposure to sources of the agricultural information: Results of the study show that the percentage of respondents in the first category (a few) is 35.14%, and the percentage of respondents in the second category (medium) is 56.75%; the rest of the respondents 8.11% were in the third category (large), as shown in the following table: Table (4-16) Distribution of the respondents according to Exposure to sources of the agricultural information



Categories (18-29 ) A few (30-41 ) Medium (42-53) Large Total



Frequency 39 63 9 111



% 35.14 56.75 8.11 100%



X Correlation coefficient of Pearson 43.61 0.464** 56.22 61.88 Significant at the level 0.01



As seen in table (4-16), most of the respondents were within the medium category to the extent of their exposure to sources of the agricultural information. To determine the correlation between the level of usage of extension methods and exposure to sources of agricultural information, correlation coefficient of Pearson with value 0.464 was used; it is significant value at the level of 0.01. Thus we reject research hypothesis, which states that there is not significant correlation between the level of usage of extension methods and exposure to sources of the agricultural information. 54
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This means that whenever the agricultural extension workers are exposed to more sources of information, the level of their usage of extension methods increased. This result agrees with what was found in the study of (Saleem and Al-Harbawi 2011, p 14), but this disagrees with what was found in the study of (Abdel- Gawad et al 2003, p14), as illustrated in Fig (4-13): 60
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4.1.4.10. Attitude towards agricultural extension: The respondents were classified according to their attitude towards agricultural extension into three categories. 57.66% of the respondents described their attitudes as neutral towards agricultural extension; 24.32% of the respondents described their attitudes as positive towards agricultural extension; and the percentage with a negative attitude towards agricultural extension is 18.02%, as shown in the following table: Table (4-17) Distribution of the respondents according to Attitude towards agricultural extension



Categories (34-42 ) Negative (43-51 ) Neutral (52-60) Positive Total



Frequency



%



20 64 27 111



18.02 57.66 24.32 100%



X



Correlation coefficient of Pearson



44.95 0.264** 52.15 57.88 Significant at the level 0.01



As seen in table (4-17), the majority of respondents had neutral attitudes towards agricultural extension, tending to be positive. To determine the correlation between the level of usage of extension methods and attitude towards agricultural extension, the correlation coefficient of Pearson with value 0.264 was used. It is a significant value at the level of 0.01.
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Thus we reject research hypothesis, which states that there is not significant correlation between the level of usage of extension methods and attitude towards agricultural extension. This means that whenever the attitude of agricultural extension workers is positive toward agriculture extension, the level of their usage of agricultural extension methods increased. This result disagrees with what was found in the study of (Saleem and Al-Harbawi 2011, p 14), as illustrated in Fig (4-14):
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Figure (4-14) Distribution of the respondents according to Attitude towards agricultural extension



4.1.4.11. Job satisfaction: The respondents were classified according to the variable of job satisfaction into three categories: 64.86% of the respondents were within the medium category of job satisfaction; 27.93% of the respondents had low satisfaction with their work in agricultural extension and the respondents with high satisfaction rate towards the work of agricultural extension was 7.21%, as shown in the following table: Table (4-18) Distribution of the respondents according to Job satisfaction



Categories (41-50 ) Few (51-60 ) Neutral (61-70) High Total



Frequency 31 72 8 111



% 27.93 64.86 7.21 100%



XCorrelation coefficient of Pearson 47.90 0.276** 52.83 63.87 Significant at the level 0.01
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As seen in table (4-18), the majority of respondents had neutral satisfaction level, tending to decline. To determine the correlation between the level of usage of agricultural extension methods and job satisfaction, the correlation coefficient of Pearson with value 0.276 was used. It is a significant value at the level of 0.01. Thus we reject research hypothesis, which states that there is not significant correlation between the level of usage of extension methods and job satisfaction. This indicates increasing job satisfaction resulted in increasing usage of extension methods. This result disagrees with what was found in the study of (Abdel- Gawad et al 2003, p14), as illustrated in Fig (4-15):
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4.1.5. Fifth objective: Determine the correlation between the level of usage of agricultural extension workers to agricultural extension methods in Sulaimani governorate and all the independent variables which are included in this study. To identify the relationship between the level of usage of extension methods by agricultural extension workers in Sulaimani governorate in general with all the independent variables together, a multiple step-wise Regression Analysis was used, which explains the amount of variation in the dependent variable by all independent variables, and not to isolate mutual effects, also arranged according to the amount of its contribution to the interpretation that variation in the values of the dependent variable. The four combined variables interpreted the variation in the level of usage of extension methods, as described in the following table:
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Table (4-19) Relationship between the level of usage of extension methods with all independent variables



Sequence



1 2 3 4



independent variables Exposure to sources of information Job satisfaction Previous training Gender



R



R



The change in the coefficient of determination



0.448



0.201



0.201



27.437**



0.497 0.531 0.555



0.247 0.282 0.309



0.045 0.036 0.026



17.668** 14.024** 11.824**



2



F value



**Significant at the level 0.01 The table (4-19) shows that the variable exposure to sources of information has contributed to the first phase of the model in explaining 20.1% of the variance in the dependent variable, followed by the variable job satisfaction that has contributed to the interpretation of 4.5% of the variance in the dependent variable, followed by the variable previous training which contributed to the interpretation of 3.6% of the variance in the dependent variable, and then the variable gender which contributed to the interpretation of 2.6% of the variance in the dependent variable. The rest of the independent variables were statistically ruled out as a result of weakness and lack of impact on the level of usage of extension methods. Thus we reject research hypothesis, which states that there is not significant correlation between the level of usage of methods and whole studied independent variables. It is clear that exposure to sources of information ranked first in the importance. Perhaps the reason for this is that whenever the respondents’ were exposed to many different agricultural information sources, then the level of their usage of different extension methods is higher. 4.1.6. Sixth Objective: Identify and prioritize the most important obstacles that facing the use of agricultural extension methods in Sulaimani governorate. Results of the current study indicate that the lack of necessary technical possibilities for the usage of extension methods is the most frequent problem, with weight percentage of 84.66. This was followed by a lack of means of transportation, with weight percentage of 82.66, while the problem of ignorance on the part of agricultural extension agents to the nature of the local areas in which they work in came last, with weight percentage 64.00, as shown in the following table:
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Table (4-20) The obstacles that facing the usage of extension methods in Sulaimani governorate in descending order according to weights percentages



Problems There are not the necessary technical capabilities to use extension methods. Lack of means of transportation. Lack of necessary extension aids to support the extension methods. The high rate of illiteracy in the countryside of Kurdistan. Small number of training courses for agricultural extension workers in the use of extension methods. There is no specialist in the field of agricultural extension staff. The limited number of agricultural extension workers compared to the number of farmers in rural area. Lack of agricultural radio and television programs in the region. There is no clear plan for using the extension methods in place, at the right time. Distance of the extension offices from villages. Dispersal of farm holdings and the distance between them. Lack or scarcity of extension publications issued in the Kurdistan Region. Failure to conduct field surveys of farmers to see their responses to using modern extension contact methods. The difficulty of collecting farmers in one place. The limited number of fields and extension farms that are allocated to demonstrations. Lack of material and moral incentives for workers in agricultural extension. The difficulty of transferring part of the necessary equipment for using extension methods to implementation areas. Lack of appropriate places and halls for seminars and extension meetings. Irregular equipment in rural areas with electricity. There are no agricultural agents that have enough knowledge and skill in the use of modern extension methods. Lack of the knowledge of a section of the extension workers to the nature of the local areas they work in.



X2.54



% 84.66



Rank 1



2.48 2.46 2.45 2.43



82.66 82.00 81.66 81.00



2 3 4 5



2.40 2.37



80.00 79.00



6 7



2.36 2.33



78.66 77.66



8 9



2.32 2.29 2.27



77.33 76.33 75.66



10 11 12



2.25



75.00



13



2.24 2.23



74.66 74.33



14 15



2.21



73.66



16



2.15



71.66



17



2.14



71.33



18



2.05 1.98



68.33 66.00



19 20



1.92



64.00



21



*% Maximum degree = 3 As seen in table (4-20), the most important problem facing the usage of extension methods in Sulaimani governorate is that there are not the necessary technical possibilities for workers to use different extension methods. This confirms the agricultural extension workers’ need for training courses in the usage of extension methods to acquire the necessary skills and information to use the different extension methods.
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The problem of lack of means of transportation came in second order of importance. This is attributed to a lack of financial allocations to agricultural extension work and the weakness of the material support provided. The problem of ignorance of the part of agricultural extension agents to the nature of the local areas in which they work came last. This is attributed to the fact that all agricultural extension agents work in extension section and departments within the range of his/her work area so they have good information about their area of work; this problem consequently came lower in the hierarchy of problems. The problems are arranged according to importance using the arithmetic mean & weight percentage of all the problems, as illustrated in Fig (4-16):
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Figure (4-16) Obstacles facing the usage of extension methods in Sulaimani governorate in descending order, according to weights percentage
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4.2. Conclusions and recommendations 4.2.1. Conclusions: Though the results of the current study have reached several conclusions, they are set out in ten points: 1. The level of usage of extension methods by agricultural extension workers in Sulaimani governorate was medium tending to low; this indicates the existence of a weakness in the extension activities directed to farmers, including the use of appropriate extension methods. 2. There is a weakness in agricultural extension worker skills in Sulaimani governorate in the use of extension methods, in the fact that most of them are not extension specialties. 3. The individual character is prevalent in extension work in Sulaimani governorate, where disorganization and lack of teamwork are negative factors. The results of this study showed that individual extension methods are the most commonly used compared to the group extension and mass extension methods. 4. The results of this study showed an absence of agricultural mass media in sulaimani governorate. Mass extension methods are the least commonly used methods, where agricultural radio and television programs, as well as extension publications, are absent. 5. The increased use of mobile phones in extension work as an individual contact method as a result of availability and ease of use, has resulted in the declining or lack of use of other methods such as personal letters, rural theater, and extension museums where it came in last orders of use may be due to the spread of illiteracy and the difficulty of procedures and not having necessary skills in agriculture extension workers, that required by these educational methods. 6. The results showed there is no significant correlation between the level of usage extension methods by extension workers and the variables of gender, educational level, job title and specialization. We conclude that these characteristics and variables are not related to the workers’ use of extension methods. 7. A significant correlation was found between the level of usage of agricultural extension methods and the variables: source of agricultural information, age and attitude towards agricultural extension; we conclude that these characteristics and variables are related to the workers’ use of extension methods and effect on the level of usage of agricultural extension methods.
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8. The results showed the existence of a set of obstacles that hinder the process of usage agricultural extension methods by extension workers. It was found that the most important problems were the lack of the necessary technical capabilities to use the extension methods and the lack of adequate means of transportation to do extension work. 4.2.2. Recommendations: According to the above conclusions the researcher recommends the following: 1. The agricultural sector in Sulaimani governorate must paid more attention by the government and activate its supporting operations, depending on it as a major source for developing the agricultural products. Paying attention to the agricultural extension is required; activating the role of the agricultural extension as a key to the activation and modernization of the agricultural sector. 2. The Ministry of Agriculture must increase their support to agricultural extension sections & departments, it needs more financial support, securing the material and moral incentives to support the work of agricultural extension are necessary. 3. Opening intensive training courses are very necessary for the stuff who works in the agricultural extension sections & departments by the agricultural and extension directorate of Sulaimani, it is necessary to teach them how to use the extension methods, especially the modern extension methods. 4. Activating role of media in developing agriculture in the region by opening television channels majoring in the agricultural programs; asking government channels and radio stations to broadcast radio and TV programs to send extension messages to the highest number possible of farmers. 5. Necessary supplies must be provided to implement extension activities and follow up on them, such as providing transportation and online access to the agricultural division. 6. Developing agricultural extension departments in all faculties of agriculture in the region to provide qualified personnel, scientifically and technically capable of carrying out tasks and extension activities.
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Appendix (1) The name of merciful God Sulaimani University Faculty of Agricultural Sciences Agribusiness and Rural Development Higher Studies



(Questionnaire to assess approval of competence experts on the fields and paragraphs of extension methods) Professor…………………………………… Put in Your hands the questionnaire is related to the research of (Level of usage of extension methods by agricultural extension workers in sulaimani governorate) which is the subject of Master thesis in Agricultural Extension. The research aims to determine the level of usage of agricultural extension workers in Sulaimani governorate to the extension methods in general, as well as specified in every fields of the extension methods (individual, group and mass), It also aims to determine the correlation between the level of usage of extension methods and some personal and functional variables. Because of your great scientific and practical experience in the area of your major, please kindly agree a statement on your remarks on the fields and the paragraphs in the questionnaire which represent the most important fields and paragraphs in the use of agricultural extension methods in Sulaimani governorate through mark (√) in the right place, as well as modifications that you suggest. Note that the search data is going to be collected from the workers in agricultural extension in Sulaimani governorate.



With many thanks and praise



Note: Kindly write about your own information. Full Name: Scientific title and responsibility: Specialization: Work place: Date: Researcher/ Dlger Salih Mahmood M.Sc Student / Department of Agribusiness and Rural Development 68
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Attached appendix (1) the first part



First Part / personal and functional variables:-



1- Age:



(



) years old



2- Gender:



male (



)



,



female (



).



3- Educational level: - Agricultural preparatory (



)



- Agricultural Institute



(



)



- Agricultural college



(



)



- Other mention



(



)



4- Job Title: - Agricultural extension agent



( )



- Agricultural engineer



(



)



- Director of the Department



(



)



5- Duration of the employment service: (



) years.



6- Duration of the agricultural Extension service: (



) years.



7- Did you participate in training courses during the past five years in the field of Use agricultural extension methods? Yes (



)



,



No (



).



If you're answered yes, please answer according to the following table:No 1 2 3 4 5



The subject of course



Place of the Course
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Duration of the course Day Month
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8- Exposure to sources of the agricultural information: Please indicate the extent of your exposure to the following sources of agricultural information Sources Extension Books The Internet Radio Programs Television Programs Research And Scientific Thesis Symposiums Colleagues At Work Extension Publications Agricultural Exhibits



Always



Sometimes



None



Agricultural Conferences Extension Lectures Agricultural Colleges And Institutes Scientific research centers Seminars Extension Newspapers And Magazines Demonstrations Specialists 9- The attitude towards agricultural extension: Please tick mark (√) to choose which best applies to you: No



Strongly Agree



Syllables



1



I believe that the extension is necessary for the development of the agricultural. 2 I find it necessary to agricultural agents to improve his knowledge and skill for success in the extension work. 3 I think that the Agricultural Extension workers cannot gain farmers confidence and improve the relationship with them. 4 I believe that the extension is an enterprise of change with great importance. 5 I see that the agricultural extension work is a waste Of time and a waste the possibilities. 6 I think that the agricultural extension is the key to The transfer of new technologies to farmers. 7 I do not feel that officials in the region are giving Attention to the development of agricultural extension 8 I find it difficult to replace old technologies with modern technologies 9 I think that the extension agents to be potent and professionally in his work 10 I think that taking into account the characteristics of Farmers are essential for success in extension work. 11 I do not see any serious attention by the extension 70



Agree Neutral



Disagree Strongly Disagree
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agents in the use of Modern Extension methods. 12 I think that reliance on agricultural extension leads to improved quality and increased agricultural production



10- Job satisfaction: Please ticks mark (√) to choose which answer best applies to you: No



Strongly Agree Agree



Syllables



Neutral



Disagree Strongly Disagree



1



The field of the work being done in accordance with My academic specialist. 2 A democratic atmosphere prevails in our department when making decisions related to the implementation of plans and improvements 3 The work climate is not conducive to creativity 4 My relationship with my colleagues and superiors in Work always strained. 5 Modes of transport to carry out outreach activities are not available to us. 6 I find all forms of support when submitting any Proposal for the development of my job. 7 I always get incentive from my superiors at work. 8 Routine dominates our extension work; there are no New plans to develop it. 9 Rarely conducted evaluation operations for individual s and activities In our department. 10 Our extension work gets all kinds of support from government.



Attached appendix (1) the second part (The fields and paragraphs of the usage of extension methods) First: kindly state how much you agree on all of the proposed fields and paragraphs of the use of extension methods by marking (√) in the Field of your degree of approval



Basic fields



Agree



degree of approval Disagree Agree with amendment



1. Individual methods of agricultural extension 2. Group methods of agricultural extension 3. Mass methods of agricultural extension 71



The proposed Amendment
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Second: Do you propose to add other fields? (Yes ... No….). If the answer is (yes) please specify it. 1. 2. 3.



Third: kindly state how much you agree on each of the proposed paragraphs of the fields of use of individual agricultural extension methods by marking (√) in the Field of your degree of approval. The fields



Individual methods of agricultural extension



Degree of approval Agree Disagree



Paragraphs



Agree with amendment



The proposed amendment



Farm Visits Home Visits Office visits Telephone Calls Personal letter Informal meeting



Forth: Do you propose to add other paragraphs? (Yes ... No….) if the answer is (yes) please specify it. 1. 2. 3.



Fifth: kindly state how much you agree on each of the proposed paragraphs of the fields of use of group agricultural extension methods by marking (√) in the Field of your degree of approval. Degree of approval



The proposed amendment



The fields Paragraphs



Agree



Method demonstrations Result demonstrations Group methods Extension meetings of agricultural Extension symposiums extension Extension tours Field Day Extension Lectures 72



Disagree



Agree with amendment
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Extension Seminar Workshops Extension theater Training course Extension cinema Extension forums Sixth: Do you propose to add other paragraphs? (Yes ... No….). If the answer is (yes) please specify it. 1. 2. 3.



Seventh: kindly state how much you agree on each of the proposed paragraphs of the fields of use of mass agricultural extension methods by marking (√) in the Field of your degree of approval. The field



Mass methods of agricultural extension



Paragraphs



Degree of approval Agree Disagree



Agree with amendment



The proposed amendment



Agricultural radio programs Agricultural Television programs Extension publications Agricultural magazine Agricultural exhibits Extension museums Extension posters Circular speeches Internet Agricultural newsletters



Eighth: Do you propose to add other paragraphs? (Yes ... No….). If the answer is (yes) please specify it. 1. 2. 3.
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Ninth: Explain the degree of the presence of the following problems in facing the use of extension methods. No Syllable 1 The lack of a specialist in the field of agricultural extension. 2 Lack of material and moral incentives for workers in the agricultural extension. 3 Dispersal of farm holdings and the distance between them. 4 The high rate of illiteracy in the countryside of Kurdistan. 5 Lack of transport. 6 Lack of appropriate places and halls for seminars and extension meetings. 7 The limited number of fields and extension farms that are allocated to demonstrations. 8 Lack of financial support and the lack of possibilities 9 The difficulty of collecting farm in one place. 10 Lack of Agricultural radio and television programs in the region. 11 Lack of necessary extension aids to support extension methods. 12 Irregular equipment and electricity in rural areas. 13 The limited number of agricultural extension workers compared to the number of farmers in rural area. 14 The extension centers are far from some of the countryside, which is difficult for the equipment needed to use several methods 15 The lack of knowledge and skill of extension agents in the use of modern extension methods. 16 Scarcity number of training courses to leaders in order to upgrade their level 17 Lack of allocated cost for extension works 18 Lack of a necessary plan for the use of extension methods in right place and time.
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A lot



A little



No
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Appendix (2)



The name of merciful God Sulaimani University Faculty of Agricultural Sciences Agribusiness and Rural Development



No. Form (



)



(A questionnaire for workers in agricultural extension)



Dear agricultural extension agent…… This questionnaire is related to the research of level of usage of extension methods by agricultural extension workers in sulaimani governorate. The research aims to determine the level at which agricultural extension workers in Sulaimani governorate to the extension methods in general, as well as specified in every aspect of the extension methods (individual, group, and mass). Please answer all questions on this questionnaire in a clear and objective way; the results of this research depend on the accuracy of your answers. Note that the data will be kept and used for scientific purposes only. Thank you for your cooperation to develop agriculture in Kurdistan region.



Note: No need to mention your name



Best regards……



Researcher Dlger Salih Mahmood M.Sc student\ Agribusiness and Rural Development
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First Part: personal and functional information:



1. Age:



(



) years old



2. Gender:



male (



)



,



female (



).



- Agricultural preparatory (



)



- Agricultural Institute



(



)



- Agricultural college



(



- Other mention



(



3. Educational level:



) )



4. Specialization: -Agricultural extension (



)



,



- Agricultural non extension (



)



5. Job Title: - Agricultural extension agent - Agricultural engineer



( ) (



)



- Head of agricultural extension agents - Head of agricultural engineer (



)



- Agricultural senior manager (



)



- Other, mention



(



)



(



6. Duration of the employment service:



(



)



) years



7. Duration of the agricultural extension service: (



) years



8. Previous training: Did you participate in training sessions during the past five years in the field of agricultural extension? Yes (



)



,



No (



)



If you answered yes, please provide details in the following table: No 1 2 3 4 5



The subject of course



Place of the Course
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9. Exposure to sources of the agricultural information: Please indicate the extent of your exposure to the following sources of agricultural information No. ىخ 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17



Information sources



Always Sometimes



None



Television 1 Programs Radio Programs The 3Internet Extension 4 Publications Agricultural Exhibits Agricultural Conferences Extension Lectures Extension symposiums Demonstrations Newspapers And Magazines Extension Books Research And Scientific Thesis Extension Reports Seminars Agricultural Colleges And Institutes Specialists Colleagues At Work



10. The attitude towards agricultural extension: Please tick mark (√) to choose which answer best applies to you: No 1 2



3 4



5



6 7 8 9



Strongly Agree



Syllables I believe that extension is necessary for the Development of the agricultural sector. I do not see any serious attention given by agricultural extension agents to the use of modern extension Methods. I think that agricultural extension is the key to the Transfer of new technology to farmers. I think that agricultural extension workers cannot gain farmers’ confidence and improve relationships With them. I find it necessary for extension agents to improve Their knowledge and skills in order to have success in extension work. I see that work in the field of agricultural extension is a waste of time and a waste of resources. I do not feel that officials in the region are giving Attention to the development of agricultural extension. I think that taking into account the characteristics of Farmers are essential for success in extension work. I find it difficult to replace old technologies with 77



Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly Disagree
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10 11 12



modern technologies I believe that extension is a vital and important tool in the process of modernizing agriculture. I think that reliance on agricultural extension leads to improved quality and increased agricultural production I think that the success of the extension agent in his work depends on his competence and career.



11. Job satisfaction: Please tick mark (√) to choose which answer best applies to you: No. 1 2 3



4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13



14 15 16



Strongly Agree



Syllables The field of the work being done is in accordance with my academic specialty The work climate is not conducive to creativity A democratic atmosphere prevails in our department when making decisions related to the implementation of plans and improvements. My relationship with my colleagues and superiors in work is always strained. I find all forms of support when submitting any proposal for the development of my job. Modes of transport to carry out outreach activities are not available to us. I always get incentive from my superiors at work. Routine dominates our extension work; there are no New plans to develop it. I proud extension work is being aimed at the Development of all categories of society. Evaluation operations of individuals and Activities are rarely conducted in our department. I live a decent life as my job provides me with material and moral returns. The work assigned to me is beyond my personal abilities. I have complete conviction that I provide a virtuous humanitarian service by my work in agricultural extension. I feel bored and find it difficult to pass time while I am at work. I think that the work in agricultural extension cannot bring any positive change to farmers’ behavior. I am trying, through my work in agricultural extension, to achieve food security in the region.
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Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly Disagree
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Second Part: Determine the level of use of extension methods and the degree of importance of each extension method mentioned: The first field: individual extension methods: Degree of use



No



Methods



1 2 3 4 5 6 7



Farm Visits Home Visits Office visits Telephone Calls Personal letter Informal meeting Social networks



Always Some Rarely Times



Not Used



Degree of importance Very Important



Important



Medium A little un Importance Important Important



The second field: Group extension methods: Degree of Use



No 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14



Degree of Importance



Always Some Rarely Not Very Important Medium A little Un Times Used Important Importance Important Important



Methods Method demonstrations Result demonstrations Extension meetings Extension symposiums Extension conferences Extension Lectures Extension Seminar Workshops Seasonal field Day Annual Field Day Extension tours Training course Extension cinema Rural theater



The Third field: Mass extension methods: Level of usage



No 1 2 3 4 5 6 7



Methods



Always Some Times



Rarely



Level of Importance Not Used



Rural Television programs Rural radio programs Newspaper Agricultural magazine Extension news releases Extension Posters Agricultural Newsletters 79



Very Important Medium A little Un Important I Importance Important Important
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8 9 10 Exten 11 12



Agricultural Exhibits Extension Museums Circular Speeches Extension campaigns Internet



Third part: Determine the degree of importance of the problems that affect the use of extension methods: No 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21



A lot Lack of a specialist in the field of agricultural extension. Lack of material and moral incentives for workers in agricultural extension. Dispersal of farm holdings and the distance between them. The high rate of illiteracy in the countryside of Kurdistan. Lack of transport. Lack of appropriate places and halls for seminars and extension meetings. The limited number of fields and extension farms that are allocated to demonstrations. The lack of the necessary technical capabilities to use extension methods. The difficulty of collecting farmers in one place. Lack of agricultural radio and television programs in the region. Lack of necessary extension aids to support extension methods. Irregular equipment and electricity in rural areas. The limited number of agricultural extension workers compared to the number of farmers in rural areas. Distance between extension offices and villages. The lack of knowledge and skill of extension agents in the use of modern extension methods. Small number of training courses for agricultural extension workers in the use of extension methods. Failure to conduct field surveys of farmers to learn their responses to using modern extension contact methods. The lack of a clear plan for using extension methods in the right place and time. Extension workers’ lack of knowledge of local areas. The difficulty of transferring part of the necessary equipment for using extension methods to implementation areas. Lack or scarcity of extension publications issued in the Kurdistan Region.
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A little



None
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Appendix (3) Names of the Experts who read and validate the questionnaire No 1



Name Dr. Ahmad N.ALShadiadeh



2 Dr. Ashwaq AbdulRazaq Naje 3



Dr. Rushde Ali Merza japh



Scientific title professor (Dean of the technical agricultural college) Professor (Head of the Extension and transfer of agricultural technologies Department) professor



Specialization Agricultural Extension and Rural development Technologies evaluation and agricultural systems



Work place Al Balqa' Applied University / college of Agri- Technology Jordan Baghdad Univ / College of Agri - Aljadria



Educational Psychology



Sulaimani Univ /College of basis Education – Sulaimani Sulaimani Univ/ Faculty of Agri- sciences, Agribusiness and Rural Development Duhok Univ/ Faculty of Agriculture- Duhok



Assistant Professor



Extension Organization



Dr. Abid Ali Hassan



Assistant professor



Agricultural Extension



Dr.mithal Abdullatif Salman Dr.Bayan Abdul Jabbar Radha Dr. Sabr Abu-Bakir Mustafa



Assistant professor



9



Dr.Nyan Namiq Sabr



Assistant professor



Philosophy of Education



10



Dr. Herish Rasull Murad



News paper



11



Dr. Ebtisam Esmail Qadir



Lecturer(Assistant to the Rector of Raparen Univ. for Student Affairs) Lecturer(Head of Media Dept)



12



Dr. Hassan Fakhraddin Khalid



Lecturer



Educational Psychology



13



Dr. Hemn Majeed Hassan



Lecturer



Television Programs



14



Dr. Salam Nasraldin Muhammad



Lecturer



4



Dr. Tahir Mohammed Laeq



5



6 7 8



Assistant professor Assistant professor



Training & Evaluation Agriculture Extension Educational Psychology



Radio & Television



Television 81



Baghdad Univ / College of Agr- Baghdad Baghdad Univ / College of Agr- Baghdad Sulaimani Univ/ School of Human SciencesSulaimani Sulaimani Univ / School of Human Sciences Sulaimani Raparen Univ / Sulaimani - Rania



Sulaimani Univ/ School of Human SciencesSulaimani Sulaimani Univ / College of basis Education – Sulaimani SulaimaniUniv/ School of Human SciencesSulaimani SulaimaniUniv/ School of Human SciencesSulaimani
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15



Dr.Ibrahim Said Fathulla



Lecturer



Television



16



Mr. Mahmood Ahmad Jalub



Assistant Lecturer



Extension Management



17



Mr. Muhammad Umer Muhammad



Assistant Lecturer
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املرتط اطتَذف ا لذساط٘ بضف٘ اطاطٔ٘ حتذٖد مظتْ ٚاطتدذاو الطشاٜل اإلسػادٓ٘ مً قبل العاملني يف اإلسػاد الضساعٕ يف ستافع٘ الظلٔناىّٔ٘ ،حتذٓذ العالق٘ االستباطٔ٘ بني



مظتْ ٚاطتدذاو ِ رِ الطشاٜل اإلسػادٓ٘ ّبعض املتػري ات



الؼدضٔ٘ ّالْظٔفٔ٘ للنبحْثني. مشل زتتنع البحح مجٔع العاملني يف مذٓشٓ٘ اإلسػاد الضساعٕ الظلٔناىٔ٘ ّ الؼعب ّاألقظاو اإلسػادٓ٘ التابع٘ هلا



،



ّالبالؼ عذدٍه ( )137عامالً إسػادٓاً ّ ،قذ مت دساط٘ مجٔع أفشاد اجملتنع ّالبالؼ عذدٍه ( )117عامالً بعذ أٌ مت اطتبعاد ( )20عامالً مشلْا بكٔاغ ثبات اطتناسٗ االطتبٔاٌ ارتاص٘ بالبحح  ،مت اذتضْل عل ٙاجابات ( )111عامالً ً ميجلٌْ ()%81 مً زتتنع البحح ّرلك لتعزس االتضال بعذد ميَه ألطباب شتتلف٘ ّ ،عذو دق٘ إجاب٘ البعض األخش . األّل ميَا البٔاىات اليت تتعلل



مت مجع البٔاىات بْطاط٘ اطتناسٗ اطتبٔاٌ تضنً ادتضٛ



باملتػريات الؼدضٔ٘



ّالْظٔفٔ٘ للعاملني باإلسػاد الضساعٕ يف ستافع٘ الظلٔناىٔ٘ بٔينا تضنً ادتض ٛالجاىٕ ( )33طشٓك٘ إسػادٓ٘ اطتدذمت لػشض حتذٓذ مظتْ ٚاطتدذاو العاملني باإلسػاد الضساعٕ يف ستافع٘ الظلٔناىٔ٘ هلزِ الطشاٜل . ّمت حتكٔل صذم االطتبٔاٌ مً خالل عشضُ عل ٙعذ د مً االختضاصٔني يف زتال اإلعالو ّ عله اليفع ّاإلسػاد الضساعٕ ،ننا مت حظاب الجبات االطتبٔاٌ (بطشٓك٘ ألفا نشّىباخ ) حٔح بلؼ معامل الجبات ).(0.935 اطتدذو يف حتلٔل البٔاىات  :االحنشاف املعٔاسٖ  ،املتْطط اذتظابٕ  ،الْصٌ املؤٖ  ،اليظب امل ، ْ٘ٓٝمعامل استباط البظٔط (لبريطٌْ) ،معامل استباط الشتب (لظبريماٌ) ،االحنذاس متعذد املشاحل باطتدذاو الربىامج االحضا.spss ٕٜ ّقذ أّضحت اليتاٜج أٌ مظتْ ٚاطتدذاو الطشاٜل اإلسػادٓ٘ مً قبل العاملني باإلسػاد الضساعٕ يف ستافع٘ الظلٔناىٔ٘ ٍْ متْطط مئل إىل أالخنفاض ننا ّجذت أٌ مظتْ ٚاطتدذاو الطشاٜل الفشدٓ٘ متْطط٘ متٔل إىل



أالستفاع أما



مظتْ ٚاطتدذاو الطشاٜل ادتناعٔ٘ ّ الطشاٜل ادتناٍريٖٗ متْطط٘ متٔل إىل االخنفاض . ننا ّجذت اليتاٜج العالق٘ استباط معيْٓ٘ بني مظتْ ٚاطتدذاو الطشاٜل اإلسػادٓ٘ ّ نل مً متػريات :العنش ،مذٗ ارتذم٘ الْظٔفٔ٘  ،مذٗ خذم٘ الْظٔفٔ٘ باإلسػاد الضساعٕ ،التعشض للنضادس املعلْمات الضساعٔ٘ ،االجتاِ حنْ اإلسػاد الضساعٕ ،الشضا عً العنل ،بٔينا مل تعَش عالق٘ استباط معيْٓ٘ بني مظتْ ٚاطتدذاو الطشاٜل اإلسػادٓ٘ ّ نل مً متػريات :ادتيع ،املظتْ ٚالتعلٔنٕ ،التدضط ،العيْاٌ الْظٔفٕ  ،التذسٓب الظابل . ح 



ّقذ أطَنت أسبع٘ املتػريات يف تفظري التبآً يف مظتْ ٚاطتدذاو الطشاٜل اإلسػادٓ٘ مبكذاس



( ٍّٕ ،)%30.8متػريات :



التعشض ملضادس املعلْمات الضساعٔ٘ ،الشضا عً العنل ،التذسٓب الظابل ّ ادتيع. ّقذ اطتيتج الدساط٘ بْجْد ضعف يف األىؼط٘ اإلسػادٓ٘ املْجُ للضساع ّمً بٔيَا اطتدذاو الطشاٜل اإلسػادٓ٘ املالٜن٘ ّّجْد ضعف يف مَاسات العاملني باإلسػاد الضساعٕ يف ستافع٘ الظلٔناىٔ٘ يف اطتدذاو الطشاٜل اإلسػادٓ٘ نٌْ مععنَه مً ختضضات غري إسػادٓ٘ . ّإٌ العْامل املظتكل٘  :ادتيع ،املظتْ ٚالتعلٔنٕ ،التدضط  ،العيْاٌ الْظٔفٕ  ،التذسٓب الظابل  ،قذ ال متاسغ دّساً نبرياً يف صٓادٗ أّ ىكط مظتْ ٚاطتدذاو الطشاٜل اإلسػادٓ٘ مً قبل العاملني باالسشاد الضساعٕ يف ستافع٘ الظلٔناىٔ٘ . فٔنا ناٌ للنتػريات :العنش ،التعشض ملصادس املعلْمات الضساعٔ٘  ،االجتاِ حنْ اإلسػاد الضساعٕ ،سضا عً العنل  ،مذٗ ارتذم٘ الْظٔفٔ٘  ،مذٗ خذم٘ الْظٔفٔ٘ باإلسػاد



الضساعٕ  ،هله تأثريات ادنابٔ٘ عل ٙمظتْ ٚاطتدذاو الطشاٜل



اإلسػادٓ٘ الضساعٔ٘ . ّيف ضٍْ ٛزِ اليتاٜج أّصت الباحج٘ ادتَات املظؤّل٘ عً الكطاع الضساعٕ يف ستافع٘ الظلٔناىٔ٘ بإعطا ٛاٍته او أنرب بالكطاع الضساعٕ ّ تيؼٔط عنلٔات الذعه لُ ّ االعتناد علُٔ ننضذس سٜٔظٕ لتْفري امليتجات الضساعٔ٘ ننا اّصت بضشّسٗ االٍتناو بإلسػاد الضساعٕ ّتفعٔل دّس ٍه بْصفُ مفتاح تيؼٔط ّ حتذٓح الضساع٘ .



خ 



يو يف اإلرطاد الزراعي مشتوى استخدام الطرائل اإلرطادية مو قبل العامل يف حمافظة الشلينانية



رسالة مكدمة إىل جملص فاكليت العلوم الزراعية يف جامعة الشلينانيةكجزء مو متطلبات نيل طهادةاملاجشتري يف



اإلدارة األعنال الزراعية و تهنية املهاطل الريفية



اإلرطادي ) ة (الطرائل



مو قبل



دلَطري صاحل حمنود حمند بكالوريوض يف احملاصيل حكلية ( ,)2011فاكليت العلوم الزراعية , جامعة الشلينانية



بإطراف



الدكتور سحاب عايد العجيلي أستاذ



 2016م



1437ھ



ثوختة ئاماجني تويَزيهةوةكة بةشيَوةيةكى طةسةكى بشييتية هة دياسيلشدنى ئاطتى بةكاسييَهانى شيَواصةكانى ِسيَهنايى كصتوكاهَى هةاليةى ئةو كاسمةنذانةى كة هة بواسى سِ يَهنايى كصتوكالَى كاسدةكةى هة ث اسيَصطاي طويَ مانيذا ,يةسوةيا دياسيلشدنى ثةيوةنذى ياوبةط هة نيَواى ئاطتى بةكاسييَنانى ئةم شيَواصة سِيَهناييانة هةطةلَ يةنذيَم طوَسِاوى كةطي و ثيصةيي تايبةت بة هيَلوَهَشاواى. كوَمةلَطاى تويَر يهةوة يةموو ئةو كاسمةنذانةى طستةوة كة هة بةسِيَوة بةسايةتى سِيَهنايي كصتوكالَى طويَنانى و يةموو ئةو يوةبةسايةتيةى كاسدةكةى  ,رماسةياى ()137كاسمةنذى سِيَهنايية  ,وة يةموو ئةنذامانى يوَبةو بةشانةى كة طةس ب ة م بةسِ َ كوَمةهَطا تويَزيهةوةياى هةطةس كشاوة كة ر ماسةياى ( )117كاسمةنذة دواى ئةوةى ( )20هةو كاسمةنذانة جياكشانةوة بةمةبةطيت ثيَواني (جيَطريي) فوَسِمي ساثشطي تايبةت بة تويَزيهةوةكة  ,وةهَامى فوَ ِسمي ساثشطي تةنًا هة ()111كاسمةنذ وةسطريا كة نويَنةسايةتى ()%81ى كوَمةهَطاى تويَز يهةوةياى دةكشد ئةمةط بةيوى ئةوةى كة تويَزةس نةيتوانيوة ثةيوةنذى بةيةنذيَليانةوة بلات وة يةسوةيا بةيوَى نادسوطتى وةهَامى يةنذيَلي تشياى . ثشوَطةى كوَ كشدنةوةى صانياسى ئةجنامذسا بة يوَى فوَسِمي سِ اثشطييةوة كة بةشى يةكةمى فوَسِمي سِ اثشطييةكة ثيَلًاتووة هة صانياسى ثةيوةنذيذاس بة يةنذيَن طوَسِاوى كةطي و ثيصة يي هةطةس كاسمةنذانى سِيَهنايي كصتوكاهَي هة ثاسيَضطاي طويَماىي ,يةسوةيا بةشي دووةم ث يَلًاتووة هة ( )33شيَواصى سِيَهنايي كة بةكاسييَهشاوة بة مةبةطيت دياسيلشدني ئاطيت بةكاسييَهانى ئةم شيَواصانة هةاليةى ناسمةنذانى ِسيَهنايى كصتوكاهَى. ساطيت(ظذق) فوَسمةكة صانشا ئةويض بة ىيصانذانى بة رماسةيةن هة ثظجوَس هة بواسةكاني سِ اطةيانذى ,دةسونهاطي ,سِيَهنايي كصتوكاهَي ,وة جيَطري يى فوَسمةكة ثيَوانة كشاوة بة بةكاسييَهانى سيَطاي



(ئةهفا كشوَنباخ ) وة سيَزةى ئةنذاصةى جيَطريى



()0.935بوو. بوَ شيلاسى صانياسيةكاى ئةم ياطايانة بةكاسييَهشاوى(الدانى ثيَوانةيى  ,ناوةنذة رميَشي  ,كيَصى طةدي  ,سيَزةى طةدي , كاسيطةسى ثةيوةنذى طادة



(ثيَشطوى) ,كاسيطةسى ثةيوةنذى سيضبةنذ كشدى



(سثيَسماى ) ,الدانى فشة قوَناغى  ,بة



بةكاسييَهانى بةسنامةى .spss ئةجنامةكاى ئةوة ياى سووى كشدوَتةوة كة ئاطتى بةكاسييَهانى شيَواصةكانى ِسيَهنايى هةاليةى كاسمةنذانى ِسيَهنايى كصتوكالَى هة ثاسيَضطاي طويَناني ناوةنذيية و بةسةو دابةصيو دةسِوات ,يةسوةيا ئةوةط دوَصساوةتةوة كة ئاطتى بةكاسييَهانى



 ب



شيَواصة تانييةكانى سِ يَهنايى ناوةنذيية و بةسةو بةسصبونةوة دةسِوات  ,بةهَام ئاطتى بةكاسييَهانى يةسيةكة هة شيَواصةكانى كوَمةلَ و جةماوةسى ناوةنذييةو بةسةو دابةصيو دةسِوات. يةسوةيا ئةو ةط دوَصساوةتةوة كة ثةيوةنذى بةسض او يةية هة نيَواى ئاطتى بةن اسييَهانى شيَواصةكانى ِسيَهنايى هةطةلَ يةسيةكة هة طوَسِاوةكاني  :تةمةى ,ماوةى خضمةتي ثيصةيي ,ماوةى خضمةتى ثيصةيي هة بواسى سِيَهنايي كصتوكاهَيذا, بةكاسييَهاني طةسض اوةكاني صانياسى كصتوكالَى ,يةهَويَظت دةسباسةى سِيَهنايي كصتوكاهَى ,ساصي بووى هة كاس  ,بةالم ييض ثةيوةنذييةكى بةسضاو دةسنةكةوتووة هة نيَواى ئاطتى بةكاسييَهانى شيَواصةكانى ِسيَهنايى هةكةلَ يةسيةكة هة طوَسِاوةكاني: ِسةطةص ,ئاطتى خويَهذةواسى ,ثظجوَسِي ,ناونيصاني كاسِ ,ساييَهانى ثيَصوو. ض واس هة طوَسِاوةكاى بةشذاس بووى هة سِ ووى كشدنةوةى جياواصي هة ئاطتى بةكاسييَهانى شيواصةكانى ِسيَهنايى بة سِ يَزةى ( )%30.8ئةوانيض بشيتني هة طوَسِاوةكاني :بةكاسييَهانى طةسضاوةكانى صانياسى ,ساصى بووى هة كاسِ ,ساييَهانى ثيَصووِ ,سةطةص. تويَزيهةوةكة طةيصتة ئةو دةسئةجنامةى كة طظتى يةية هةو ض االكية سِيَهناييا نةى كة ثيَصلةط بة جووتياس دةكشيَت وة هة نيَواى ئةمانةشذا الواصى يةية هة بةكاسييَهانى شيَواصة سِيَهنايية طوجناوةكاى  ,وة يةسوةيا بوونى الواصى هة تواناى كاسمةنذانى سِيَهنايي كصتوكاهَي هة ثاسيَضط اي طويَ ماني هة بةكاسييَهانى شيَواصةكانى سِيَهنايي بةجوَسيَم كة صوَسبةى كاسمةنذةكاى ثظجوَسيياى هة بواسى سِيَهناييدا نيية . يةسيةن هة طوَسِاوة جيَطريةكانى ِ :سةطةص ,ئاطتى خويَهذةواسى  ,ثظجوَسِي ,ناونيصاني كاس ِ ,ساييَهانى ثيَصو وِ ,سوَهَيَلى طشنط ناطيَشِى هة كةملشدنةوة ياى صياد كشدنى ئاطتى بةكاسييَهانى



شيَواصةكانى سِيَهنايي هة اليةى كاسمةنذانى ِسيَهنايى



كصتوكاهَى هة ثاسيَضطاى طويَنانى. لة كاتيَلذا طوَسِاوة جيَطريةكانى  :تةمةى ,بةكاسييَهاني طةسض اوةكاني صانياسى كصتوكالَ ى ,يةهَويَظت دةسباسةى سِيَهنايي كصتوكاهَى ,ساصي بووى هة كاس  ,ماوةى خضمةتي ثيصةيي  ,ماوةى خضمةتى ثيصةيي هة بواسى



سِيَهنايي كصتوكاهَيذا,



كاسيطةسى ئةسيَهيياى يةية هةطةس ئاطتى بةكاسييَهانى شيَواصةكانى ِسيَهنايى كصتوكاهَي. هةبةس سِ وَشهايي ئةم دةسئةجنامانةدا تويَزةس



سِيَهنايي اليةنة بةسثشطةكا ى دةكات هة كةستي كصتوكاهَي هة



طويَناىيذا ب َو طشنطيذانى صياتش بة كةستي كصتوكاهَي



وة طود وةسطشتو هيَي وةن طةسض



ثاسيضطاى



اوةى طةسةكى دابيهلشدنى



بةسوبوومى كصتوكاهَي  ,يةسوةيا تويَزةس سيَهنا يى دةكات بة طشنط ى داى بة سِيَهنايي كصتوكاهَى وة ض االكلشدنى سوَ َلى سِيَهنايي بة شيَوةيةن كة كويوى بورانةوةو نويَلشدنةوةى كصتوكاهَة.



 ت



ئاستى بةكارهيَنانى شيَواسةكانى رِيَمنايي لةاليةن كارمةندانى رِيَمنايى كصتوكالَى لة ثاريَسطاى سميَمانى



ئةم تويَذيهةوةية ثيَشكةش كزاوة بة ئةجنومةنى فاكةلَتى سانستة كصتوكالَيةكان لة سانكوَى سميَمانى وةك بةشيَك لة ثيَداويستيةكانى بة دةستويَنانى بزِوانامةى ماستةر



لة



كارطيَزِي كارى كصتوكالَي و طةشةثيَدانى ناوضةى طوند نصني



(شيَواسةكانى رِيَهنايي) لةاليةن



دلَطري صاحل حمنود حمند بةكالوَريوَس لة بةروبو ومى كيَلَطةيى ( ,)2011فاكةلَيت سانستة كصتوكالَيةكان, سانكوَى سميَمانى



بة سةرثةرشتى



دكتوَر سحاب عايد العجيمي ثزِوَفيسوَر



 2016ساينى



 2716كوردي
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